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1 Executive Summary 

 

The SEMAINE data workpackage (WP6) has generated a large body of recordings showing emotionally coloured 

interactions in the SAL paradigm. This report describes the labelling that have been made to capture the emotional 

colouring that perceive in them. The core material comes from SolidSAL recordings, where the user is a person 

simulating one of the SAL characters. That provides information that is missing in other variants, about issues 

such as the synchronisation of head nods, smiles etc. between parties. The data described in this report come from 

17 fully labelled sessions, totalling 66 interactions, with a total duration of  333.7 minutes (15 of the sessions in-

volved 4 characters, the other 3 each). Labelling will be completed on 3 more sessions, to ensure a sample that is 

acceptable for machine learning. The description deals with recordings of the users. There are corresponding re-

cordings of the operators, but they have not been labelled in as much depth, because the emotion is explicitly and 

deliberately simulated. 

The labelling process uses „traces‟, each of which records how a particular aspect of the rater‟s impression varies 

over time. For each clip, nine traces were made. Five standard affective dimensions were traced for all clips - in-

tensity, valence, activation, power, and expectation. In addition, each rater selected four categorical descriptions 

that  applied to each clip, and traced the rise and fall of the quality each described (e.g. amusement, thoughtful-

ness). Six raters traced all of the clips, and two more traced a subset. The net result is a very large and rich de-

scription of the perceived emotional colouring in a set of relatively natural interactions. Nothing comparable ex-

ists. 

It is a major task to find ways of handling such data statistically. A mixture of established and new techniques has 

been used. The key established technique is Cronbach‟s approach to measuring agreement (producing the alpha 

statistic). Existing techniques (binning and stylisation) were adapted  to separate noise from meaningful patterns 

in the traces. A new measure of agreement, QA was developed because of conceptual doubts about the appropri-

ateness of alpha in this particular context. The work on these helps to build a toolbox of techniques for dealing 

with trace data. It was used in preliminary analyses to make key decisions – about the number of raters needed 

(six, provided that outliers are prefiltered); and about the appropriate time window (in the order of 1-3 seconds). 

The key findings involve reliability. „Inter-clip‟ measures showed robust agreement on clip mean and clip maxi-

mum for all the dimensions but power. Intensity and valence also showed agreement with respect to properties 

derived from the stylisation, involving the magnitude and frequency of continuous rises. „Intra- clip‟ measures 

considered the six or eight traces for each clip. Only 28 of 303 clips analysed failed to satify the standard test of 

agreement. Closer comparison (using the QA technique) suggests differences in the nature of the agreement that 

exists for different dimensions. Intercorrelations between categories suggest that there is very limited redundancy 

between them (as theory would predict). 

For the categories, 85% of the traces used a dozen core descriptions: Agreeing, Gives Information, Amused, Gives 

Opinion, Happy, Sad, At ease, Angry, Thoughtful, Certain, Anomalous simulation and Breakdown of engagement. 

That shows a considerable level of agreement. It means that a substantial number of clips have tracings of the 

same category from four raters, so that intra-clip consistency could meaningfully be studied. However, that has 

not yet been done.  

Special attention was given to certain subsets of the data were included. Verbal content is captured in tran-

scripts(time stamped). From the transcripts, laughs were identified (including time of occurrence). Nods and 

shakes were indentified, and labelled using specialised systems that have been developed to distinguish different 

functions. Selected parts were FACS coded to give suitable training material for machine learning.    

The material is intended to function as a resource for future research. Some of that will the kind of learning task 

that SEMAINE has used to develop recognisers for emotion-related states. There is also a great deal more internal 

analysis that can be done, for instance probing relationships between dimensional traces and emotion categories, 

and temporal relationships, both within traces and between operator and user. Given the data, much more can also 

be done to understand what kind of feature in a trace may relate to significant events in the audio or visual record. 

The data will support research on these and many other issues for a long period. 

Both the recordings and the traces are available on the SEMAINE website. Selected analyses will be provided to 

accompany them.    
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2 General background and aims of the report 

This report has two broad aims. One, which is reasonably standard, and needs relatively little explanation, is 

to provide a statistical overview of the labellings in the SEMAINE database. The other is less standard, and 
needs more explanation. Because the approach to labelling is innovative, the relevant statistics could not be 

taken „off the shelf‟. Hence a substantial amount of effort has gone into finding, and in some cases 

developing, statistical techniques that suited the task. 
 

The approach to labelling in SEMAINE is innovative in that it takes techniques that have been under 

development for a decade, and applies them in a much more ambitious way than previous work has done. 

The hallmark of the techniques is that they allow observers to make „traces‟, that is, continuous recordings of 
time-varying impressions (typically, but not always, subjective impressions). SEMAINE members were 

among the first to work with trace techniques (Cowie et al 2000), but they have become more and more 

widely used – not only in research on emotion (Eyben et al 2009), but also in research on music (Schubert 
2004), and for monitoring public opinion (BBC coverage of the recent UK election used „worms‟ to track the 

way members of the public reacted to particular comments or gestures in a debate between politicians). 

 

Trace techniques represent a way of collecting data that is very general, and seems to have great potential. In 
that respect, the obvious comparison is with questionnaire techniques. But just as in the case of 

questionnaires, their usefulness depends on developing statistical techniques that can extract reliable 

information from the raw responses. In essence, the situation has been that teams who collected traces could 
see interesting structure, but had very limited ability to extract it. One of the goals of WP6 was to make 

inroads into the problem of developing a battery of techniques which provided that ability.             

 
A large part of the task is to identify relevant questions and to explore how useful various kinds of operation 

might be. That involves developing what might be called prototype techniques – ways of tackling certain 

tasks that are sound enough to indicate whether the effort of developing more polished versions would be 

worthwhile. SEMAINE has developed a range of these prototypes, and they are described here. It may well 
be that where these techniques appear to be conceptually interesting or widely relevant, deeper ways of 

addressing the problems will be developed. For the time being, though, the techniques provide serviceable 

ways of tackling interesting questions. 
 

The report is organised around four main themes: setting up data collection, dealing with noise in the data, 

establishing its reliability, and selecting a useful set of measures to use in future tracing. The first three are 
standard. The fourth is an issue because there was no a priori way to identify a small number of dimensions 

that would capture various kinds of information that partners judged might be needed. Hence, the strategy 

was to use a large number of dimensions in the first instance, and then use statistical techniques to establish 

whether a reduced set of labels could in fact provide  essentially the same information.   
 

A fifth theme was originally envisaged. In involved extracting diachronic patterns (based on examining 

recurring sequences of events). It has not been possible to develop that level of analysis in the time frame. 
 

Most of the data used to develop techniques was not from the SEMAINE database. There are now other stud-

ies which provide relatively large sets of traces, although they generally do not deal with many dimensions. 

These are ideally suited to exploring many of the statistical questions that need to be answered in order to 
provide a satisfying description of the SEMAINE material.  
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3 Broad description of the data 

The recordings described in this report come from the „SolidSAL‟ paradigm. It has been described (McKeown, 

Valstar, Cowie & Pantic, 2010). 24 SolidSAL sessions were recorded. The traces described in this report come 

from 17 of them, totalling 66 interactions, with a total duration of  333.7 minutes (15 of the sessions involved 4 

characters, the other 3 each). For the purpose of labelling, each interaction was made into a self-contained clip and 

traced separately.   

Each session generates recordings of the two interactants, „user‟ and „operator‟. Only data on the user is described 

here. The operator material is less useful, since operators were explicitly acting roles involving strong emotional 

biases. It has been annotated, but by fewer tracers. 

The tracing system has been described in outline in D7b. In essence, nine traces were made for each clip. Four 

dealt with the affective dimensions identified by the most authoritative treatment of the topic, Fontaine et al.‟s 

(2007) „grid study‟. They are valence, activation, power, and anticipation. To these were added global intensity (its 

relationship to the Fontaine dimensions is not known), and four descriptions of categories that the user regarded as 

particularly relevant to the particular clip. These included „basic emotions‟, the „epistemic affective‟ states de-

scribed by Baron-Cohen et al (2004),  interaction categories derived from Interaction Process Analysis (Bales 

2000), and categories relevant to the validity of the data.  Appendix 1 gives a full list of the categories. 

Six core raters traced all the sessions, and six were traced by two additional raters. One of the six core raters 

missed tracing two interactions and another missed one interation.   

Appendix 2 gives a full list of the clips and the ratings that have been made for each. 

Because each recording is traced 9 times, and previewed at least once, tracing x minutes of material clearly re-

quires at least 10x minutes. Counting in time for finding and loading clips and trace programs, and recovery time 

between traces, 20x is a minimum realistic estimate. Hence, the traces listed in Appendix 2 represent about 100 

hours of work for each of the six core raters.       
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4 Planning data collection 

It is a routine part of modern psychology to work out in advance how many participants and conditions are needed 

to achieve statistically robust results. There is no established way of doing that for trace measures. This section 

summarises the ways of approaching the issue that we have developed. They involve two strategies, one a priori 

and one based on data (which was - necessarily - taken from a different study).   

4.1 A priori  

The simplest goal in selecting raters is to ensure that where the raters do genuinely agree, the relevant meas-
ure of agreement will reach a level that is generally regarded as acceptable. The obvious measure of inter-

rater agreement is Cronbach‟s alpha. The standard description of alpha levels (e.g. George & Mallery 2003) 

is:  
 
> .9   Excellent,  

> .8   Good,  

> .7   Acceptable 
> .6   Questionable 

> .5   Poor 

 < .5  Unacceptable  
 

Straightforward calculations indicate how many raters would be needed to reach these levels. One of the 

formulae for alpha is  

 

 a=kr / (1+(k-1)r)        where a is alpha, k is number of cases, r is average correlation.  
 

Hence for given values of alpha and k, we can calculate the average correlation needed to achieve alpha 

levels in the appropriate range. 

 alpha 

K (no of 
raters) 0.6 0.7 0.8 

2 0.43 0.54 0.67 

3 0.33 0.44 0.57 

4 0.27 0.37 0.50 

5 0.23 0.32 0.44 

6 0.20 0.28 0.40 

7 0.18 0.25 0.36 

8 0.16 0.23 0.33 

9 0.14 0.21 0.31 

10 0.13 0.19 0.29 
 

Table 1: Relationship between average correlation and alpha as a function of k (number of raters)   

 
We can see that with 6 raters, it only needs an average correlation of 0.3 to reach the standard acceptable 

level, 0.7. Correlations lower than that are quite unsatisfactory anyway (at 0.3, each correlation accounts for 

on average only 10% of the variance); if the effect of increasing the number of raters is to make relationships 
like that look statistically reliable, it is not particularly helpful. 

 

A point that runs through the analysis should be made here. There are cases where the signs of emotion are 

genuinely ambiguous (often because different channels give different signals). In those cases, it is common 
for different raters to form different impressions. When that happens, it is not a sign of flaws in the rating 

process if alpha is below the standard threshold. On the contrary: what we want is for alpha to reach the 

threshold when the raters do in fact agree, and not otherwise. The next section makes a related point about 
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who the raters are.        

4.2 Data driven  

Graph 1 approaches the issue from a different angle. It uses real data to show how number of raters per group 
affects average correlations. The data are from a clip showing induced fear, where 258 raters traced the 

intensity of the emotion. Group size is on the horizontal axis. The red and green lines show the range of 

average correlations  

 for the groups of 2, from lowest (green) to highest (red);  

 then for the groups of 3, from lowest (green) to highest (red);  

 then for the groups of 4, from lowest (green) to highest (red);  

and so on. The blue line shows the standard deviation of the average correlations in the groups of 2, 3 etc.. 
 

Panel a) shows the results of using all the data. It suggests that unless group size is 8 or more, there is a 

substantial risk of finding quite unrepresentatively low intercorrelations. However, the effect is very heavily 

influenced by a small number of raters whose traces are very atypical. It does not make sense for a study 
where the number of of raters is relatively small to be completely unselective. Hence, the relevant 

calculations need to be based on preselecting raters whose performance is reasonably typical.     

 

 
Panel a): data from all 258 raters 

 

 
Panel b): data from 232 raters (excluding the 10% whose traces were least like the group average) 
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Graph 1: empirical relationships between number of raters per group and average correlations.  
 

 Panel b) shows the same kind of plot after excluding the 10% of raters whose traces showed the lowest 

correlations with the group average. That roughly models the effect of preselecting raters whose performance 
is reasonably typical. The effect is much greater than increasing group size even very substantially. With 

preselected raters, group sizes as small as 5 and as large as 10 can be expected to yield rather similar level of 

average correlation. Groups as large as 30 become very stable, but that is not a realistic goal for SEMAINE.  
 

4.3 Technical issues  

A few technical issues should be noted at this stage.  

 

What is traced  
It has been known for some time that the level of agreement associated with a trace depends on the 

dimension being traced (Cowie & Cornelius 2003, Devillers et al 2006). The data here are for a dimension 

where other studies have  found high agreement, that is, the intensity of the emotional state, irrespective of 

its nature. That provides the natural reference. Later sections introduce the issue of different dimensions. 
 

Correlation 

The correlations reported here were calculated in the usual way. That tends to be conservative when the 
arrays being correlated are time sequences (because it matters not only how similar xi is to yi, but also how 

similar it is to yi-1 and yi+1 ). Exploratory analyses did not suggest that using the techniques that allow for that 

feature of the trace data would add a great deal, and so straightforward correlations have been used 
throughout. 
 

Alpha  

The basic version of Cronbach‟s alpha was used above, and is used throughout. There are various common 
alternatives – such as a standardised version of alpha, Guttman‟s lambda, and so on. We looked empirically 

at the alternatives. Graph 4 illustrates a typical set of findings. The basic version of alpha emerged as the 

most conservative as well as the most straightforward to compute, and so it the measure of this type that was 
used in the main analyses.  

 

There is a deeper issue, which is whether measures of this general type are appropriate. For that reason, a 
very different type of measure, which we have called the QA measure (for Qualitative Agreement). It is 

described later.    

 

4.4 Conclusion  

 
On a general level, we have described approaches to rater selection that seem to be widely applicable. It is 

particularly important that the issue is not simply how many, but also who. It seems to be a fact of the area 

that a rather small minority of people tend to produce eccentric traces. Ensuring that they are not used as 
raters has a disproportionately large effect on the reliability of ratings. Later sections describe techniques that 

have been designed to take that point into account.    

 

On a specific level, the analysis underpins the way rating was actually conducted in SEMAINE.  Combining 
Table 1 and Graph 1, the conclusion is that if the clip is relatively unambiguous, and the raters are all 

reasonably typical, the standard threshold for reliability will usually be reached with a group of three raters 

(required average correlation = 0.44, minimum expected average correlation = 0.47). Hence the a priori 
proposal for six raters seems to be reasonably comfortable. 
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5 Temporal grain & separation of meaningful patterns from noise  

It is in the nature of tracing that the data include noise. A multitude of factors may influence whether an indi-

vidual tracer moves the cursor at any given instant. One person may notice a particular gesture and be influ-
enced by it; another may notice it but interpret if differently; another may construe it as part of a larger pat-

tern, which is likely to mean something else again; another may not notice it at all; and so on. This is not a 

trivial point. It reflects the conception of emotion perception that has been developed during SEMAINE, in 
which perceivers have access to a rapid flow of indicators in multiple modalities (Cowie 2009, Cowie et al 

2009), which they have to sample, integrate, and interpret in real time. It would be different if they were pre-

sented with occasional, unmistakable announcements, but that kind of conception does not survive contact 

with real data for very long.  

On that conception, it is not to be expected that raters will agree instant by instant. Their agreement will be 

over a longer term as they pick up, perhaps for different reasons, broad shifts in the emotional balance of the 

person they are seeing and hearing. Hence, if we want to measure agreement, we need to make comparisons 
on the right scale. It is not obvious a priori whether the kind of change that is consistent will be over intervals 

of a fraction of a second or several seconds. This section reports two approaches to that problem.  

5.1 Bin size 

The most straightforward way to represent trace data is as a series of values, each of which describes the 

rater‟s impression during a particular time interval. We have called that interval a bin, for obvious enough 
reasons. Understanding how to choose a suitable bin size is a problem with wide ranging implications, not 

only for SEMAINE, but for trace data in general.  

 
The analyses reported here start from data sorted into bins of 100ms. Simple reaction time makes it very 

unlikely that much information exists on a smaller time scale. It is more difficult to judge whether it makes 

sense to use bins as small as that. Obviously if bins are too small, each trace will incorporate local variation 

that is effectively random; and hence, we would expect that up to a point, increasing bin size would increase 
intercorrelation. However, increasing it too much will conceal structure that is really there, and 

intercorrelation will fall again. Hence, we need to know what the appropriate bin size is before drawing 

conclusions about intercorrelations.  
 

The issue of bin size looks looks totally uninteresting at first sight. It is worth stressing that it conceals very 

real hidden pitfalls, which are exactly the kind of issue that needs to be dealt with if trace data is to become a 
standard tool.    

 

A useful starting point is to decompose each trace in the way shown in Graph 2. Panel a) shows the raw trace 

generated by an arbitrarily chosen rater. Panel b) shows it decomposed into two parts, a „binned‟ trace, shown 
in blue, where each point shows the average over a fixed number of 100ms intervals samples (in this case 

50); and a „residual‟ trace, shown in red, which is the difference between the raw trace and the binned trace.  

 
That kind of breakdown provides a simple way to study the effects of bin size in real trace data. Specifically, 

we can examine the way changing bin size affects intercorrelations between the binned traces for all the 

raters (call those between bin correlations) and the intercorrelations between the residual traces for all the 
raters (call those within bin correlations). High within bin correlations would signal that coarse binning was 

concealing reliable features on a finer time scale – as graph 2 suggests might be the case with the fall before 

50 and the rise after it, and the fall before 200 and the rise after it.  
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Graph 2 Splitting a trace into a „binned‟ and a „residual‟ component 

 

 
For most of the data that we used to study this problem, the clip duration was 30secs, and it does not make 

very much sense to consider bins larger than 10secs. For most of those clips, between bin correlations in-

creased monotonically with bin size, which suggests at first sight that the larger the bin size, the better. How-

ever, there are very clear exceptions.  Graph 3 is a case in point, where consistency falls off at larger bin size. 
The red line shows why – with larger bins, what people agree on is the pattern within each bin, not the 

change in average level from bin to bin.  

Graph 3 also illustrates another phenomenon which is very common, and needs to be understood if trace data 
is to be widely used. Within bin correlation shows a sharp minimum at bin size equal to 27 seconds, and 

smaller minima at whole number fractions of that (about 14, about 9, about 5). The minimum corresponds to 

a bin size B which means that the boundary between bins runs through the average position of a major 
feature, such as the large V in graph 2. A boundary will also run through with that position when the bin size 

is a whole number fraction of B. Correlation plummets at that point because there are appreciable inter-rater 

differences in timing. Using graph 2 as an example again, some raters will have begun a rise before the 

bottom of the large V in the average curve; others are still falling at that stage. Clearly when the bin 
boundary runs through a time-sensitive feature, differences like these will produce very different residual 

curves. That pattern has two implications. First, within-bin correlations should not be used to measure 

agreement in any straightforward way. They depend too much on precise coincidences between bin 
boundaries and major features. Second, traces should not be expected to provide high temporal resolution – 
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individual responses vary quite substantially in timing.  

 

Graph 3: between and within bin correlations as a function of bin size  

 

Taking this kind of evidence overall, the safest choice of bin size seems to be in the region of 1-3 seconds. 
Increasing bin size beyond that often increases intercorrelations, but rarely by very much. Conversely, with 

bin sizes of that order, the level of agreement on internal structure (which the operation of binning throws 

away) is rarely very high; and it often increases quite substantially with larger bins, as happens in graph 3. 

The data considered so far came from other studies which provide relatively large samples. A key limitation 

is that they only deal with one trace dimension, that is, intensity. There is a very real possibility that different 

traces might behave differently with respect to time (i.e. significant fluctuations might be faster or slower. 
The only way to follow that up was using SAL data. 

Graph 4 shows data from interactions with one of the characters (Obadiah) traced on the four dimensions 

other than intensity. Because the results were so striking, we compared all the standard measures of agree-

ment – the basic version of Cronbach‟s alpha, the „corrected‟ version, and Guttman‟s lambda. The pattern 
held over all of them. In the range that was identified above, binsize made very little difference to the first 

three dimensions (valence, arousal, and power). However, it had a very large effect on ratings of expectation.   

The effect is not a function of the particular clip that was chosen in Graph 4. Graph 5 shows that expectation 
ratings are also highly sensitive to bin size in other clips.  
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Valence Arousal 

  
Power Expectation 

 

Graph 4: Reliability as a function of bin size for the different trace dimensions   

 

  

Expectation in interaction with Poppy Expectation in interaction with Spike 

 

Graph 5: Reliability as a function of bin size for different expectation traces   

 

Conclusions can be drawn on two levels.  
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At a general level, 

 the data reinforce the initial judgment that it is important to consider the natural temporal grain of 

trace measures. Reliability that is in fact present can be masked by choosing the wrong bin size. 

 It is also important to recognise that different traces may have different natural granularities; 

 And that individual differences in response time need to be recognised as factor in the choice of 

granularity.  

 

At a specific level,  

 the most suitable bin size for this kind of data appears to be in the region of 1-3 seconds. 

 For some measures, bin sizes in the lower half of that range mask reliability that is in fact present. 

 Bin sizes in the upper half appear to be broadly suitable for all the dimensions, but do mask structure 

that is there.    

It seems likely that the issues here would repay deeper analysis. Ideally, we would like to look at the infor-

mation present in various frequency bands rather than using discrete bins. That would make most difference 
for the more rapid change (effectively, Graph 3 illustrates the problem of using discrete bins to capture that 

level of information). One would hope that change in a high frequency band might provide pointers to the 

individual cues that change people‟s estimates. If so, measures of agreement like alpha are probably not the 

right way to capture them. The interesting task would be to find time intervals when several tracers showed 
similar local shifts. That kind of conception is interesting, but the time frame does not allow it to be devel-

oped within SEMAINE.   

       

5.2 Stylization  

Binning represents one approach to discarding noise in data so that analyses can focus on the informative 

relationships. A different approach is known in the literature as stylisation. In general, it involves replacing a 

smooth curve with a series of connected straight line segments. In the specific case of traces, it makes sense 

to look at a particular, simple kind of stylisation. It parses curves into three types of element – rises, falls, and 
level stretches.  

 

Stylisation is related to spline modelling, but the aim here is not the same as in a typical spline fitting task. 
The aim here is not to achieve an economical representation of essentially the same curve: it is to extract 

features (rises, falls, and levels) that reflect the kind of broad structure that people see in the trace.  

 

The point of that kind of stylisation is easy to see by looking at traces of different kinds of emotion. Some 
swing quite rapidly between extremes; others meander around the same general area for long periods. In 

principle, various kinds of measure could capture that kind of contrast – for instance, plotting local standard 

deviation or rate of change – but it makes sense to look first at methods of capturing the most intuitive ways 
of describing what is happening.  

 

There are several kinds of information that stylisation seems a natural way of making available.  

 We could show that passages are different because although they have similar mean and sd, one is a 

single steady rise, the other a sequence of rises & falls 

 We could use evidence of a rise (for instance) to direct a search for relevant cues ; 

 We could show that raters were consistent in that although people vary elsewhere, they agree that 

there is a steep rise in one area. 

 Stylisation offers an approach to indexing. For example, it would make sense to look for clips where 

rated valence showed a sustained rise, or where activation rose and fell rapidly.    

 

The biggest literature on stylisation deals with intonation in speech. Phoneticians believe that we 

discriminate pitch patterns in terms of broad rises, falls, and level stretches rather than local fluctuations. As 
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a result, they have developed rules for translating raw pitch contours into rises, falls, and level stretches. The 

methods that we describe here draw on research on that problem, including our own. 
 

The basic conception is simple. At each time T, we consider the window extending  w seconds on either side 

of it (from T-w to T+w). For each window, we test whether the points within it are consistently rising, 
consistently falling, or neither. The test is a straightforward application of the simplest technique that can be 

applied, correlation. If the data in the window from T-w to T+w show a strong positive correlation with time, 

we say there is a local rise at T. If they show a strong negative correlation with time, we say there is a local 
fall at T. If there is no strong correlation, we say that the contour is locally level at T. Global features are then 

derived straightforwardly. Where there is a succession of local rises, we say there is a single global rise, and 

model it by a single line running from the value of the trace where the global rise began to the value where 

the global rise ended. Similarly, a succession of local falls is counted as a single global fall; and so on.  
 

The approach has three obvious attractions. One is that small local wobbles are smoothed out, which is a 

problem with analyses that look directly at inflections (for instance). The second is that there is a 
straightforward way of varying the amount of smoothing that is applied, which is to vary window size. The 

effect of varying window size can be explored just as the effects of bin size can be, and it is a useful bonus 

that the window size parameter is obviously related to bin size. The third is that it is capable of finding both 

level stretches and sharp peaks. It is difficult to achieve both in approaches which are otherwise attractive, 
such filtering to remove local irregularities and then finding peaks in the resulting smoothed contour.    

 

 

  
 
Graph 6 : examples of successful stylisation.  

 

Graph 6 illustrates the results that the SEMAINE stylisation procedure produces when it is applied to two 
contrasting traces. The point is not just that the stylisation captures their appearance, but that it provides 

ways of quantifying the contrast. In the left hand panel (amusement), level stretches are rare and short, and 

there are many rises. In the right hand panel (fear), level stretches are common and long, and there are few 
rises. That kind of measure provides a straightforward way of demonstrating what is apparent to the eye, that 

the timecourses are very different. It is also something that we might expect raters to agree on, even if the 

details of their traces were different in other respects.      

 
Appendix 3 gives more detail on the SEMAINE stylisation procedure. The next subsection deals with one 

particular technical issue, which is once again concerned with the issue of timescale. 

 

5.2.1 Selection of an appropriate granularity  

 

The plots in graph 6 depend on the choice of a suitable window size, and clearly selection cannot be made on 
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a plot-by-plot basis. As with the issue of bins, the issue was explored by varying window size systematically. 

 
The issue focused on was the number of segments in the stylisation. The ideal is to find a window size where 

the number of segments is relatively stable (i.e. modest changes in window size do not make large 

differences to the number of segments). The two panels in graph 7 (associated with the two traces in graph 6)  
illustrate the problem. For the first trace (amusement), number of segments is stable for window sizes from 

12 to 25, but then drops rapidly. For the second (fear), it drops until about 25, and then stabilises. 

 
It is clear that there is no perfect solution, but from a substantial range of plots like those in graphs 6 and 7, a 

window of 3 seconds (30 units in Graph 7) was adopted as a reasonable default.  

 

       
 

Graph 7 : number of segments as a function of window size for the two clips shown in graph 5.  

 
 

5.3 Functionals  

A natural outcome of the ideas developed above is a set of measures derived from each trace. These 

are in the style of the „functionals‟ commonly used in research on recognition. The matrix below is 

a compact way of describing the fuctionals that were calculated for each trace.   

 

Clip  ID= xxxxx Trace being considered = intensity, 

valence, etc 

Source  Mean SD Min Median  Max  

Binned curve       

Stylised curve Duration of segments      

Stylised curve Duration of rises      

Stylised curve Duration of levels      

Stylised curve Duration of falls      

Stylised curve Magnitude of rises      

Stylised curve Magnitude of falls      

Stylised curve Frequency of rises      

Stylised curve Frequency of levels      

Stylised curve Frequency of falls      

 

Table 2 Functionals derived from each binned and stylised trace 

 

These are both the basis of inter-clip consistency measures and potentially useful descriptors in their 

own right.   
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6 Reliability of the data  

The statistical question that people automatically ask about ratings is how reliable they are. The 

question is important, but it also gives rise to serious confusions. The aim of this section is partly to 

answer the question for the SEMAINE data, but also partly to set out the issues that are relevant to 

giving a sensible answer. That has not been done in the context of trace material, and it is important 

that the issues should be disentangled.     

A substantial part of the problem comes from slippage between the statistical sense of the term reli-

ability and its everyday sense (i.e. „is this to be relied on or not?‟). The statistical sense, in the con-

text of traces, is inter-rater agreement. It is seriously confused to treat inter-rater agreement as a 

straightforward index of quality. If the nature of the task means that perceiving emotion in real time 

is subject to individual variation, then good data should show the kind of divergence that exists as 

well as the agreement. The level of divergence would be expected to vary depending on the mate-

rial. Some clips will be relatively unambiguous, but others will not. In those cases, low inter-rater 

agreement may be a valid and important signal that the signals are genuinely ambiguous.   

What is important is to show that raters agree in relevant ways.  Relevance covers two issues. First, 

as noted above, we expect that agreement will depend on the material: it may be low for some clips, 

but for the method to be credible, there must be a body of clips where there is agreement. Second, 

as the previous sections have emphasised, we expect agreement with respect to some features of the 

data, but not others. Both of these issues are part of the empirical agenda. We need to find which 

clips people agree on, and on which features of them agreement exists. 

 

6.1 Evaluating agreement 

This section summarises the techniques used for evaluating agreement. The following sections de-

scribe the results that they produce.   

6.1.1 Levels of agreement 

The issue of timescale has been discussed in previous sections. In the context of inter-rater agree-

ment, an extreme version of it comes into play. There are two different levels of consistency that 

should be considered.   

Inter-clip consistency  

This considers measures that describe a trace as a whole. The literature contains several reports of 

this kind, typically taking the mean valence (for example) for each of n clips, and then correlating 

the arrays of means.  

 

That kind of correlation is a useful way of showing that tracing is reasonably robust if the material 

is of a certain kind – specifically, if the clips have been selected so that they contrast with each 

other, but each is relatively homogeneous internally. The SEMAINE clips do not quite fit that 

specification, because interactions with the different characters do not necessarily succeed in 

moving users in the intended directions, and there can be very substantial variation within a clip. 

Nevertheless, it is reasonable to check whether that kind of consistency does exist.       

 

If that kind of analysis only deals with mean per clip, it has an unsatisfying quality. It throws away 

what is distinctive about tracing, which is the description of the way impressions change over time.    

The kind of description set out in Table 2 offers a way to overcome that limitation. Inter-clip 

consistency can be measured for each cell in table 2. That gives a much fuller picture of agreement 

than simply looking at the mean. It is an empirical question where agreement will be strongest: on 

average duration of a segment in the valence trace (i.e. does it change quickly or slowly); or in 

maximum magnitude of rises in it (i.e. is there a big change); or simply on mean valence.   
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Intra-clip consistency  

This is straightforward in the sense that it simply involves comparing the individual traces made by 

different raters for each clip. However, there are several kinds of problem associated with it. One, 

which has been discussed already, is choosing an appropriate temporal resolution. Another, which is 

discussed in the next section, is finding a measure of agreement that suits the nature of the material. 

The last is that the output is a large number of individual coefficients. There is no obvious way to 

integrate them. That is part of the reason why the measures of inter-clip consistency discussed 

above, for all their limitations, are attractive.   

 

6.1.2 Measures of agreement 

We have used two main approaches to measuring agreement. One is the standard approach, 

grounded in correlation, and leading to measures such as Cronbach‟s alpha. The other is a 

qualitative approach, which was developed as part of SEMAINE. It will be called the QA approach 

(for Qualitative Agreement). Appendix 4 provides a technical description of it.  

 

The reason for developing the measure was that the standard correlation-based measures are 

unsatisfying in several respects. Two main levels of concern can be distinguished. 

 

First, one of the goals of comparison between raters is to recover what might be called a „standard‟ 

reading of the material. It is reasonable to assume that in a set of traces, a fair proportion will 

represent one dominant view of what is happening, and others will represent views that are 

eccentric for various reasons. (That is the kind of pattern that Graph 1 suggests does actually occur.) 

That is not quite the situation that correlational tests are oriented to, and it shows in a variety of 

ways. Statistics like alpha give a kind of indication that there is a dominant view, but they are 

vulnerable in ways that are not quite appropriate – for instance, they may fail if one rater is wildly 

eccentric, and all the rest agree perfectly. If they do show agreement, what we want next is to 

establish what the dominant view is. The obvious way of doing that is to average the traces, but that 

is unsatisfactory because, clearly, the average is influenced by the eccentric traces as well as the 

dominant view. Another natural goal is to pick out raters who represent the dominant view and 

discard raters who do not. Standard approaches do not provide straightforward ways of doing that. 

We can ask how raters correlate with the average, but that is problematic for the reason already 

given – the average is influenced by the eccentric traces. We can use factor analysis or cluster 

analysis, but these are complex techniques whose application is notoriously tricky.  

 

The second set of issues hinges on standard questions about parametric and non-parametric data. 

There are various reasons why we might be wary of treating traces as interval data, particularly 

when we are considering data that we think may reflect a mix of dominant and eccentric views. For 

instance, some raters may be reluctant to use extremes, whereas others gravitate quickly towards 

them. Similarly, there may be „drift‟ in the default position during the course of a long trace. Less 

standard, but important in this connection, it may not be safe to weight all parts of the trace equally 

– some may invite divergent interpretations, even among essentially typical raters.            

 

For all these reasons, it seemed important to develop a measurement technique that was non-

parametric, and was oriented to a model of divergence between raters that seems to be appropriate 

for this data. The point of the QA technique is that it meets those requirements. 

 

The technique starts by constructing a matrix for each trace. As usual, the trace is divided into bins. 

In the style of autocorrelation, each cell refers to the relationship between two bins, one on the 

horizontal axis and one on the vertical. Three possible values can be entered: 1, signifying that the 
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later bin is higher than the earlier one; -1, signifying that the later bin is lower than the earlier one; 

or 0, signifying that the difference between them is below a preset threshold, and they can be 

regarded as equal.  

 

The next step is to construct a matrix that shows agreement. We call this the consensus matrix. It 

has the same horizontal and vertical axes as the individual trace matrices. A cell is filled if the 

individual matrices show a clear consensus about what its value should be. Specifically, the value in 

a cell is set to 1 if 2/3 of the individual trace matrices have a 1 in that position; to  -1 if 2/3 of the 

individual trace matrices have a 1 in that position; and to 0 if 2/3 of the individual trace matrices 

have a 0 in that position. If there is no clear consensus, it is left blank. The cut-off of 2/3 agreement 

was chosen after exploring a range of options. As Graph 1 indicates, the number of „dissident‟ raters 

tend to be quite low, and so the pattern of results is not particularly sensitive to the choice of cutoff 

within quite a wide range. With six raters, it means allowing two dissenters.  

 

   

a)                                                 b) 

Graph 8: an average trace and the associated consensus matrix 

 

Graph 8 gives an example, using a natural coding. The average trace is shown in panel a), and the 

corresponding consensus matrix in panel b).  The origin of panel b) is at the top left, i.e. the top row 

compares the first bin to the second, then the third, and so on. A red cell means that there is 

consensus that there is a rise as you go from the bin on the vertical axis to the bin on the horizontal 

one; yellow means that a consensus that there is effectively no change as you go from the bin on the 

vertical axis to the bin on the horizontal one; and green means a consensus that there is a fall as you 

go from the bin on the vertical axis to the bin on the horizontal one.  

 

 Clearly the value of that system depends on statistical tests that can establish whether a given 

pattern of consensus is likely to be due to chance. It is easy to do that using Monte Carlo methods. 

Each rater‟s data is subjected to a randomised time shift – a different shift for each trace. If there is 

real synchrony in the data, that will destroy it, without affecting mean, standard deviation, and so 

on. The new data can then be analysed just as the original data was. By repeating that many times, 

we can find how likely the observed level of agreement is to occur in a randomised data set. 

Observed level of agreement is measured in the obvious way, by counting the number of cells 

where there is consensus. We call that measure QAg, for global qualitative agreement.  

 

One of the key issues for the analysis is to establish which traces represent the dominant view, and 

which represent (for some reason) eccentric views. The analysis offers a simple measure, which we 

call QAi, for individual qualitative agreement. It is the number of agreed features that are present in 

the individual trace – or more formally, the number of cells in the matrix derived from the 

individual trace that have the same value as the corresponding cell in the consensus matrix.        

 

The QA analysis is implemented in MATLAB, and a polished version will be available on request. 
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Its output provides the information that is obviously relevant for analysis: 
 A matrix of the form shown in 6Xb   

 QAg, the observed level of agreement 

 Observed levels of agreement in N data sets subjected to random perturbation (as a basis for a sig-

nificance test); by default, N is 100.  

 For each rater, QAi – that is, the number agreed features that are present in their individual matrix.  

 

Appendix 4 gives a fuller description of the QA analysis, using the sample shown in Graph 8 to 

illustrate what the concepts mean in practice.   

 
 

6.2 Results for inter-clip agreement 

Table 3 summarises interclip agreement on all the functionals. Each column shows alpha values for each func-

tional, flagged by two stars where alpha is at  the level usually characterised as  „acceptable‟, and one where it is 

at the level usually characterised as  „questionable‟   It is organised into three blocks, the first dealing with meas-

ures that take no account of timing; the second dealing with measures based on the size of the continuous move-

ments identified by stylisation; and the third dealing with measures based on the duration of the continuous 

movements identified by stylisation.  

The first block contains five measures, which show clear agreement for the long established affect dimensions, 

partial agreement for expectation, and weak agreement for power. What that means is that there is some consis-

tency in the overall settings that people bring to tracing different clips – they do not, for instance, drift towards 

treating the mean of the clip as the middle of the rating scale. It is not surprising that raters are more likely to 

agree on the the minimum value of the valence scale than the others, because low valence means that something is 

outright bad.  

In the second block, the only robust effects involve rises in intensity. Raters tend to agree that particular clips 

show continuous rises in the intensity of emotion which are large and variable. There are trends towards similar 

effects for falls, but they are not robust. Similarly, there is a trend for variability of rises – indicated by the maxi-

mum magnitude and the standard deviation of magnitude – to be consistent in most dimensions; but it is not ro-

bust. 

The third block begins with the variable „segments‟. The effects associated with it are highly significant, but not 

meaningful. They are dominated by the fact that the clips are of different lengths, and therefore tend to contain 

different numbers of segments. The only meaningful effect in the block that is robust involves the frequency of 

rises in valence.           

 

 Intensity Valence Activation Power Expectation 

Mean all 0.74 ** 0.92 ** 0.73 ** 0.68 * 0.71 ** 

sd bins 0.83 ** 0.75 ** 0.65 * 0.61 * 0.68 * 

min bin 0.23   0.90 ** 0.43   0.43   0.43   

median bin 0.72 ** 0.91 ** 0.72 ** 0.67 * 0.68 * 

max bin 0.74 ** 0.92 ** 0.73 ** 0.68 * 0.71 ** 

AveMagnRise 0.74 ** 0.49   0.53   0.39   0.58   

SDMagnRise 0.74 ** 0.60 * 0.63 * 0.32   0.59   

MinMagnRise 0.07   0.08   0.30   0.24   0.16   

MedMagnRise 0.49   -0.02   0.26   0.30   0.47   

MaxMagnRise 0.75 ** 0.56   0.64 * 0.25   0.63 * 

AveMagnFall 0.68 * 0.45   0.55   0.55   0.51   

SDMagnFall 0.66 * 0.45   0.63 * 0.60 * 0.49   

MinMagnFall 0.60 * 0.46   0.59   0.60 * 0.41   

MedMagnFall 0.52   0.14   0.18   0.31   0.38   
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MaxMagnFall 0.34   0.13   0.01   0.23   0.24   

Segments 0.93 ** 0.89 ** 0.89 ** 0.91 ** 0.92 ** 

FreqRise 0.30   0.70 ** 0.37   0.46   0.34   

FreqLevel 0.38   0.55   0.36   0.36   0.43   

FreqFall  0.47   0.34   0.06   0.07   0.24   

FreqSegs 0.43   0.56   0.33   0.35   0.40   

AveDur 0.36   0.53   0.32   0.16   0.34   

SDDur 0.35   0.43   0.25   0.17   0.37   

MinDur 0.27   0.17   0.37   0.57   0.49   

MedDur 0.07   0.48   0.10   0.24   0.05   

MaxDur 0.51   0.52   0.45   0.56   0.52   

AveDurRise 0.35   0.28   0.29   0.24   0.30   

SDDurRise 0.28   0.23   -0.02   -0.09   0.26   

MinDurRise 0.17   0.25   0.46   0.45   0.23   

MedDurRise 0.45   0.08   0.38   0.21   0.00   

MaxDurRise 0.23   0.30   0.18   0.06   0.14   

AveDurFall 0.38   0.07   0.12   0.38   0.31   

SDDurFall 0.08   -0.01   0.12   0.41   0.29   

MinDurFall 0.65 * 0.19   0.28   0.50   0.56   

MedDurFall 0.45   0.05   0.00   0.28   0.29   

MaxDurFall 0.35   0.20   0.21   0.45   0.34   

AveDurLevel 0.48   0.54   0.41   0.22   0.43   

SDDurLevel 0.39   0.44   0.31   0.20   0.37   

MinDurLevel 0.23   0.12   0.24   0.35   0.36   

MedDurLevel 0.45   0.49   0.42   0.41   0.17   

MaxDurLevel 0.54   0.54   0.46   0.52   0.53   
 

Table 3: Alpha coefficient for each of the functionals associated with each trace dimension  

 

Overall, the findings confirm that most of the ratings are reliable in some broad respects. Average and maximum 

level are rated reliably for all the traces except power, and there the effect is just short of the standard level. Be-

yond that, judgments of intensity and valence seem to show consistent patterns of rises, though in different re-

spects. For intensity, it is the magnitude of the rises that raters agree. For valence, it is their frequency.  

These findings provide a more positive picture of inter-rater agreement across dimensions than previous work has. 

The most nearly comparable data, from Devillers et al (2006), is ahown in Table 4. The table suggests a similar 

ranking of scales (expectation was not included), but leaves it unclear whether the balance of agreement in the 

case of power and agreement are robust. More important, though, the earlier work assumed that the question was 

simply whether raters agree, not what they agree about. To the best of our knowledge, the data here are the first 

systematic attempt to make inroads into the problem of what raters agree about.  

Scale  Very -ve Weakly –ve Weakly +ve Very +ve 

intensity 0.00 0.03 0.08 0.89 

valence 0.13 0.00 0.17 0.70 

activation 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.55 

power 0.12 0.25 0.29 0.34 

  

Table 4: proportion of inter-rater correlations in each of four categories for four traces (Devillers et at al 2006)   

The key to that strategy is the development of stylisation and functionals derived from it. On one level, it is disap-

pointing that the functionals do not make it possible to pinpoint more accurately what raters agree about. On an-
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other level, it is extremely satisfying that the work gives concrete expression to a natural question that has simply 

not been addressed in previous research, and provide a core of results to build on.  

6.3 Results for intra-clip agreement 

The previous section considered agreement across clips. It indicates that there are some kinds of agreement about 

the internal pattering of traces, but it does not establish how general that is. The techniques described in this sec-

tion confirm that there is widespread agreement about the internal pattering of traces, and offer a different kind of 

perspective on what it is. 

Appendix 5 gives intra-clip agreement scores (alpha and QA) for each dimension on each clip, excluding a few 

where analysis failed because of format problems with the data files. The data are for 5 second bins, and probabili-

ties in the QA scores were calculated using the more stringent method derived from Magnusson (2000) rather than 

unconstrained shuffling. 

Table 5 summarises the results. It can be seen that 2/3 of the clips pass a stringent test in terms of either criterion, 

and about 80%  reach a level that would normally be regarded as acceptable. Overall, the QA measure is slightly 

more stringent, so that the numbers reaching the standard criterion on it (p<0.05) are comparable to those reaching 

an alpha of  0.75. Less than 10% fail to reach the standard criterion of alpha=0.7. 

 QA analysis Correlational (alpha) 

analysis 

Total no. of datasets (i.e. sets of 6 or 8 traces of a par-

ticular clip on a particular dimension)  

305 303 

Fail stringent test 

(alpha>0.85, p(QAg)<0.01) 

90 104 

Fail moderate test 

(alpha>0.75, p(QAg)<0.05) 

43 41 

Fail minimal test 

(alpha>0.7) 

n/a 28 

 

Table 5 Overall distribution of intra-clip agreement measures 

The overall picture masks some differences between the different types of trace. Table 6 shows these in a format 

based on Table 5. It can be seen that the different tests appear to capture the structure in different traces. The long 

established affective dimensions – intensity, valence, and activation– are substantially more likely to pass the 

stringent QA test than the stringent alpha test. Conversely, only half of the expectation traces pass the stringent 

QA test, whereas 6/7 pass the stringent alpha test. The order among intensity, valence, and activation traces is as 

would be expected from history (and the subjective ease of the rating). These differences presumably reflect dif-

ferences in the psychological status of the different scales, and they deserve to be followed up. Nevertheless, the 

overall picture is very positive. Whichever measure is used, the great majority of the datasets for all trace types 

reach what would normally be regarded as an acceptable level.        

 I V A P E 

 QA alpha QA alpha QA alpha QA alpha QA alpha 

% passing 

stringent test 
85.2 

63.3 

80 

62.5 

74.6 

50.8 

63.9 

65.6 

47.5 

86.4 
% passing 

moderate test 
90.2 

88.3 

87.7 

89.1 

89.8 

79.7 

85.2 

83.6 

76.3 

91.5 
 

Table 6: Distribution of intra-clip agreement measures by trace type 

The data also allow comparisons between raters, both in terms of their individual average correlations and in 

terms of percentage agreement with consensus patterns.  Graph 9 shows the two indices plotted against each other. 

Three raters (1,2,3 and 4) score well on both. One (4) scores poorly on correlation but quite well on QA,  and the 

last (6) scores poorly on both.  
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Graph 9: Measures of agreement between individual raters and overall consensus – average QAi score (horizontal 

axis) and average correlation with other raters (vertical axis). 

 

The intra-clip findings confirm that there is a generic sense in which ratings of power are less stable than the oth-

ers. They also confirm an order of reliability among the long established affective dimensions, from intensity, to 

valence, to activation. Expectation emerges as a very different issue, the most reliable of all on some measures, 

and the least reliable on others. It is clearly important to understand that. 

 Above and beyond all that, the comparisons show that something about the pattern within a clip is very likely to 

be agreed across raters, even with measures where the baseline seems quite likely to shift from clip to clip. The 

measures based on stylisation have mixed success in capturing what it is. That it exists, though, should no longer 

be in doubt.  
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7 Categorical descriptions 

The categorical descriptions are not easy to summarise because raters choose which are most 

relevant to each clip. A format that we have already used is shown in table 7. The key cutoff 

proposed there involves categories that are used at to at least 5% of the clips from one character. 

They are shown in some shade of green. It makes sense to consider responses character by character 

because the different characters do get quite different responses – for instance, sadness is rare 

overall, but quite common in interaction with Obadiah; and showing antagonism is rare overall, but 

common with Spike.  Throughout this section, only data from the six raters who traced all the clips 

is considered. 

 

 Obadiah Poppy Prudence Spike 

Gives Information 10 20 19 9 

Agreeing 15 11 15 15 

Amusement 8 14 13 12 

Gives Opinion 12 7 9 11 

Thoughtful 10 9 8 4 

At Ease 5 6 7 9 

Certain 4 5 9 4 

Happiness 2 15 5 1 

Sadness 13 1 1 0 

Anger 1 0 2 8 

Shows Antagonism 0 1 1 6 

Contempt 0 0 1 5 

Interested 3 3 2 2 

Breakdown of engagement 1 2 1 3 

Concentrating 2 1 2 1 

Shows Tension 1 1 2 2 

Marked concealment 2 0 1 2 

Releases tension 2 1 0 2 

Makes suggestion 2 0 1 1 

Shows solidarity 2 1 1 0 

Asks for information 2 0 0 0 

Marked simulation 1 0 0 1 

Asks for opinion 1 1 0 0 

Disgust 1 0 0 0 

Asks for suggestion 0 0 1 0 

Anomalous simulation 0 1 0 1 

Fear 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 7 Percentage of traces of a particular character that use a particular categorical description.   

 

The table shows that the vast majority of responses describe a few core positions relative to the 

exchange. After those come emotions directly related to the character of the operator. Very few of 

the other categories feature at all often. The fact that so many of the options are used so little in 

itself indicates a considerable measure of agreement among raters.  
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For categories where there is enough data, it would be possible to look at intra-clip agreement. In 

particular, it would be possible to compare traces when different raters chose the same category in 

response to the same clip. The minimum practical requirement for that is to have clips where there 

are four traces of the same attribute. Table 8 shows the categories for which there is more than one 

such clip. It would be very interesting to know how closely raters agreed on the way descriptors like 

these became more or less appropriate over time.  However, that remains to be done.    

 

 

Agreeing 27 

Gives Information 27 

Amused 25 

Gives Opinion 17 

Happy 9 

Sad 8 

At ease 7 

Angry 5 

Thoughtful 5 

Certain 3 

 

Table  8: categories for which there is more than one clip where there are four traces of the same 

attribute, and the number of clips satisfying that requirement for each.  

 

Two categories are special case, anomalous simulation and breakdown of engagement. Although 

they are rare, they mark clips that should not be treated as representative of normal interactions. The 

important point here is that the numbers involved are very small, on the order of 1% of clips for 

anomalous simulation and 2% for breakdown of engagement. There is only one case where four 

raters agree that the description applies. Not unexpectedly, it is an interaction with Spike, in session 

11.  
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8 Selecting useful measures 

The basic question here is whether the trace set could be reduced without losing information. There 

are two phases. 

 

Phase 1: are any of the measures too noisy to be worthwhile?   

For the traces, we look at the distribution of alphas (and/or QA measures). The inter-clip data 

suggest that power may not be a robust measure, but intra-clip measures indicate that raters do show 

quite strong agreement on most power traces.   

 

For the categories, the corresponding information comes from frequency of use. It is easy to make a 

case for reducing the categories to a dozen: Agreeing, Gives Information, Amused, Gives Opinion, 

Happy, Sad, At ease, Angry, Thoughtful, Certain, Anomalous simulation and Breakdown of 

engagement.  

 

Note, though, that, this would not economise on tracing effort. In reality, raters concentrated their 

efforts very effectively. Table 7 indicates that nearly 85% of category traces did actually use the 12 

categories listed above.   

 

Phase 2: are any of the measures redundant (i.e. the information can be replaced by others)? 

This applies primarily to the dimensions. The obvious test is regression – i.e. can we reproduce 

what seems to be the informative content of measure m using measures n,o,p, q ... ? The 

functionals are the natural data to use. Ideally we could consider various functionals, but the mean 

is the obvious choice. 

 

Essentially valence, expectancy and power are poorly predicted by the others, with R
2
 values of 

0.171,0 .174, and 0.016 respectively. The two candidates for replacement are intensity and 

activation, both of which are respectably predicted by combinations of other dimensions: 

 for intensity, the predictors are expectancy, valence, and activation, with R
2
 = 0.56 

  for activation, the predictors are intensity, valence, and expectancy, with R
2
 = 0.54 

Since intensity is more reliable in almost all measures, in a choice between the two, it should clearly 

be the one to be retained.   

 

There is space to explore these issues further, but the essential point is simply established. If we 

cannot predict even the clipwise mean values of one trace from the others, we cannot dispense with 

it without losing information.  

 

It should be added that this is no surprise. The dimensions were chosen on the basis of sound 

psychological evidence that they are independent. It is not trivial to have confirmation that they are 

independent in real time ratings of clips as well as in considered ratings of words, but it what would 

be expected.    

 

Conclusions 

How much of the labour could have been avoided? It seems not a great deal. There is a case for 

abandoning one of the dimensions, and cutting the list of categories to be considered. But the actual 

saving in labour would be marginal. It seems that capturing the impressions that people form simply 

is a demanding task.  
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9 Other features of the data 

 

9.1 Transcripts 

Transcripts of all the sessions are available. They show paralinguistic features (mainly laughs) as words, and give 

onset times for all entries.  

These are an interesting resource in many respects. The graphs that follow show the result of applying the LIWC 

procedure to the verbal transcript. LIWC is a well-established and standardised procedure that estimates the emo-

tionality of text on the basis of multiple indicators (concerned with both content and form).  In each graph, each 

bar represents the index that LIWC attaches to the transcript of what an individual user said to a particular charac-

ter. Interactions with Obadiah begin at bar 1, interactions with Poppy begin at bar 21, interactions with Prudence 

begin at bar 41, and interactions with Spike begin at bar 61.    

Panel a) shows LIWC estimates of overall emotionality. It can be seen that they are substantial across all charac-

ters, and somewhat lower – as intended – with Prudence than the others. Panel b) shows estimates of positive 

emotion. The differences are not large, but as intended, the trend is that they are highest with Poppy. In contrast, 

negative emotion (Panel c) is highly concentrated, associated with Obadiah and Spike. Panels d and e show that 

LIWC also identifies different types of negative emotion – sadness in responses to Obadiah, anger in responses to 

Spike. 

 

The data confirm nicely that the characters affect users in the ways that they are meant to in at least one respect, 

the verbal content of what they say. They also provide an interesting way of discriminating within sessions. If we 

want to identify sessions where, for instance, sadness is quite marked, then the LIWC scores complement other 

ways of doing it.   

 

 

a) Overall emotionality 
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b) Positive emotion 

 

c) Negative emotion 

 

 
d) Sadness 
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e) Anger 

Graph 10: emotionality inferred from LIWC analysis of transcripts 

 

9.2 Special Annotation subsets 

Three subsets of additional annotations have been added to the corpus, these were required for 

special purposes for different aspects of the SEMAINE project. These are laughs, nods and shakes 

and a small subset of FACs coding. 

9.2.1 Laughs 

An initial subset of laughter was identified in the transcription process. This was added using the SEMAINE laugh 

detector which was manually corrected and aligned. These laughs are included in the aligned transcripts with the 

time of occurrence and the annotation <LAUGH>. User laughter was present in 56 out of 66 transcribed character 

interactions. The rates of laughter varied by character and number of individually identifiable instances of laughter  

for each character for both user and operator can be seen in Graph 11. 

Graph 11 Instances of user and operator laughter for each character in recording session 1-21 

 

The differences in the use of laughter between characters are striking. Poppy clearly evokes and 

uses the most laughter. There is very little use of laughter by the other characters yet the negative 

and neutral characters still evoke considerable laughter in response. This may be due to the 
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affiliative use of laughter as a non-verbal social signal and where the conversational partner is most 

negative or confrontational there is greater need to invoke such affiliative and cooperative 

mechanisms (Mehu & Dunbar, 2008; Keyton & Beck, 2010). 

9.2.2 Nods and shakes 

Work with the teams at Imperial College London and Queen's University Belfast sought to refine knowledge con-

cerning Nods and Shakes from a subset of nods and shakes drawn from the SEMAINE database. 154 nods and 

104 head shakes were annotated by two raters using two annotation strategies. The first was a subset of the main 

SEMAINE annotations deemed most appropriate to nods and shakes (valence, arousal, agreeing/disagreeing, at 

ease/not at ease, solidarity, antagonism, understanding). The second used a set of annotations derived from 

McClave (2000) these were Inclusivity, Intensification, Uncertainty, Direct quotes, Expression of mental images 

of characters, Deixis and referential use of space, Lists or alternatives, Lexical repairs, Backchanneling requests. 

The results of these annotations were subjected to a cluster analysis and the results and greater detail regarding the 

annotations can be found in  Cowie, Gunes, McKeown, Vaclau-Schneider,  Armstrong and Douglas-Cowie (2010). 

9.2.3  FACS coding 

Eight character interactions received an amount of FACS coding (Ekman & Friesen, 1978). The purpose of this 

coding was to facilitate the machine Action Unit recognition components produced by the team at Imperial Col-

lege London. Three certified FACs coders at QUB annotated the eight interactions in a manner agreed with Impe-

rial College. A number of instances of Action Units were located and these were used in the development auto-

mated Action Unit detectors, Action Unit annotation will be made available with the SEMAINE database. There 

are labelled instances of the of the following Action Units specified by frame number in combination with other 

Action Units or in isolation: AU1, AU2, AU4, AU5, AU6, AU7, AU9, AU10, AU11, AU12, AU13, AU14, AU15, 

AU16, AU17, AU18, AU19, AU20, AU22, AU23, AU24, AU25, AU26, AU27, AU28, AU29, AU30, AU32, 

AU33, AU37, AU38, AU43, AU51, AU53, AU54, AU55, AU56, AU57, AU61, AU62, AU63, AU64. 
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10 Directions 

A  substantial task that is still under way is to complete labelling of the operator recordings. These 

are less interesting for most purposes than the user recordings (because they are explicitly acted), 

but they have particular uses.  

    

 Beyond that, the material is intended to function as a resource for future research. Analysing it is an 

open-ended project which we would expect to develop over many years. It will not be restricted to 

the SEMAINE team, because the data is publicly available via the SEMAINE website.  

 

The most basic application is in the kind of learning task that SEMAINE partners have used to 

develop recognisers for emotion-related states and artificial agents that express them. Those involve 

connecting the audio-visual recordings to the emotion-related labelling described here. Within that, 

there are particularly interesting challenges. For example, much more could be done to understand 

what kind of feature in a trace may relate to significant events in the audio or visual record. One 

might expect that a noticeable local change occurring in one or two raters‟ traces, but not all, might 

mark a sign that those raters detected, but other did not. Finding the means to analyse that kind of 

relationship is an interesting challenge.   

 

A great deal more could also be done to understand the internal structure of the trace data. The 

strategy of deriving functionals, and using them to identify the attributes about which raters agree, 

is powerful in principle; but what has been reported here is very much a first step. Another obvious 

priority is probing relationships between dimensional traces and emotion categories. Another is 

studying temporal relationships within trace sets – both the traces of different dimensions and 

categories associated with a single speaker, and the relationships between traces for different 

interactants (i.e. operator and user).  

 

 The data will support research on these and many other issues for a long period. 
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12 Appendix 1: The rating system 

 

The table below summarises the rating scales used in the studies. 

 

 

 

The labels were chosen from an intitial wishlist of annotations that had been circulated amongst SEMAINE mem-

bers. These included classic dimensions of emotion and a body of categorical labels that may be present in only 

some of the clips. The details of the items chosen for annotation follow. 

2.2.1 Dimensions 

The dimensions chosen for rating involved full rating for five dimensions and then optional rating for instances of 

another 27 dimensions. The five fully rated dimensions are: 

• Valence 

•  Activation 

•  Power 

•  Anticipation/Expectation 

•  Intensity 

 

These are all well established in the psychological literature. Valence is an individual‟s overall sense of „weal or 

woe‟ – does the annotator on balance feel positive or negative about the things, people, or situations at the focus of 

their emotional state. Activation is the individual‟s overall inclination to be active or inactive. Activation may in-

clude mental activity as well as physical, preparedness to act as well as overt activity, alertness as well as output, 

directed or undirected thought. Power and Expectation along with Valence and Activation make up the four most 

important dimensions of emotion according to Fontaine, Scherer, Roesch and Ellsworth (2007). The power di-
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mension deliberately includes two related concepts, power and control. Obviously they are not the same concep-

tually – power is mainly about internal resources, control is about the balance between those resources and exter-

nal factors. However, emotion is about people‟s sense of their own power, and that seems to be relative to what 

they are facing. Anticipation/Expectation also includes a variety of related terms – expecting, anticipating, being 

taken unawares. Again, they are not the same conceptually, but they point to a dimension that seems to make sense 

– related to control in the domain of information. Overall levels of emotional intensity provides a fifth dimension. 

Intensity as a rated dimension is based on the assumption that there is a simple kind of judgment that people do 

not find it difficult to make, however awkward it may be to explain what they are judging. It is roughly speaking 

about how far the person is from a state of pure, cool rationality, whatever the direction. 

 

The other traces deal with more or less categorical descriptions and are only optionally annotated where a rater 

feels that there has been an obvious instance of the quality within a given rated section. These are derived from 

four different backgrounds. 

 

2.2.2 Basic Emotions 

There is a widespread belief that basic emotions are important points of reference even in material that involves 

emotional colouring rather than prototypical emotional episodes. Hence the commonest list of basic emotion 

terms, Ekman‟s „big six‟, is included. To it is added a category that would not otherwise be represented, amuse-

ment. These are labeled where a clip contains a relatively clear-cut example of the basic emotion. The included 

labels are: 

• Fear 

• Anger 

• Happiness 

• Sadness 

• Disgust 

• Contempt 

• Amusement 

 

2.2.3 Epistemic states 

These states were highlighted by Baron-Cohen et al  (2004), and have a roused a lot of interest in the machine 

perception community. They are relatively self-explanatory.  As before, these are labeled where the clip contains a 

relatively clear-cut example of epistemic state. The guidelines for selection of certainty, for example, suggest in-

clusion if there is an episode where the fact that someone is certain about something stands out, then it warrants 

inclusion; but it should not be selected if they simply feel that the person probably has no active doubts about 

something (e.g. that the sun will rise tomorrow). The labels included in this section are: 

• Certain / not certain 

• Agreeing / not agreeing 

• Interested / not interested 

• At ease / not at ease 

• Thoughtful / not thoughtful 

• Concentrating / not concentrating 

 

2.2.4 Interaction Process Analysis 

A set of labels of particular use in dialogue management is a subset derived from the system of categories used in 

Interaction Process Analysis (Bales, 1950). Although these will labels will not be used to recreate the method of 

interaction process analysis their inclusion should allow a partial reconstruction of the method. The labels in-

cluded in this section are: 
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• Shows Solidarity 

• Shows Antagonism 

• Shows Tension 

• Releases Tension 

• Makes Suggestion 

• Asks for Suggestion 

• Gives Opinion 

• Asks for Opinion 

• Gives Information 

• Asks for Information 

 

2.2.5 Validity 

The final set of labels aims to highlight areas of the data where the observed effect and corresponding label differ 

for a variety of reasons from those on which the system should be trained. The included labels are: 

• Breakdown of engagement 

This seeks to identify periods where one or more participants are not engaging with the interaction. For 

example, they are thinking of other things, looking elsewhere, ignoring what the other party says, reject-

ing the fiction that they are speaking to or as SAL characters rather than to or as the actual people in-

volved 

• Anomalous simulation 

This label seeks to identify periods where there is a level of acting that suggests the material is likely to 

be structurally unlike anything that would happen in a social encounter. The main hallmark is that the ex-

pressive elements do not go together in a fluent or coherent way – they are protracted or separated or in-

congruous. 

• Marked sociable concealment 

This is concerned with periods when it seems that a person is feeling a definite emotion, but is making an 

effort not to show it. In contrast to the two categories above, this is something that occurs in everyday in-

teraction. It is an aspect of what Ekman et al (1987) calls display rules.    

• Marked sociable simulation 

This is concerned with periods when it seems that a person is trying to convey a particular emotional or 

emotion-related state without really feeling it. Again, this is something that occurs in everyday interac-

tion. People simulate interest or friendliness or even anger that they do not feel, not necessarily to de-

ceive, but to facilitate interaction. 
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13 Appendix 2: The clips and the ratings that have been made for 
each. 

 

Session Character number of 
raters 

Duration All charac-
ters?  

S3 Ob 6 244.5 Y 

S3 Po 6 200.3  

S3 Pr 6 205.5  

S3 Sp 6 103.3  

S4 Ob 6 142.1 Y 

S4 Po 6 289.0  

S4 Pr 6 402.7  

S4 Sp 6 183.7  

S5 Ob 6 510.2 Y 

S5 Po 6 302.8  

S5 Sp 6 149.1  

S6 Ob 6 230.7 No Spike 

S6 Po 5 201.2  

S6 Pr 6 271.2  

S9 Ob 6 234.8 No Spike 

S9 Po 6 313.6  

S9 Pr 6 333.4  

S9 Sp 6 286.0  

S10 Ob 6 291.0 Y 

S10 Po 6 255.4  

S10 Pr 6 318.1  

S10 Sp 6 302.8  

S11 Ob 6 465.9 Y 

S11 Po 6 421.5  

S11 Pr 6 136.9  

S11 Sp 6 368.7  

S12 Ob 6 346.2 Y 

S12 Po 6 304.0  

S12 Pr 6 295.6  

S12 Sp 6 373.1  

S13 Ob 6 404.4 Y 

S13 Po 6 305.8  

S13 Pr 6 400.9  

S13 Sp 6 519.0  

S14 Ob 6 271.7 Y 

S14 Po 6 177.0  

S14 Pr 6 240.6  

S14 Sp 6 326.0  

S15 Ob 6 219.2 Y 

S15 Po 6 350.4  

S15 Pr 6 278.9  

S15 Sp 6 354.5  

S16 Ob 6 333.4 Y 

S16 Po 6 460.3  

S16 Pr 6 602.5  

S16 Sp 6 435.5  

S17 Ob 8 333.6 Y 

S17 Po 8 249.0  
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S17 Pr 8 490.3  

S17 Sp 8 111.9  

S18 Ob 6 355.5 Y 

S18 Po 6 181.6  

S18 Pr 6 317.1  

S18 Sp 6 274.2  

S19 Ob 8 436.9 Y 

S19 Po 8 251.0  

S19 Pr 8 393.7  

S19 Sp 8 370.4  

S20 Ob 8 235.1 Y 

S20 Po 8 157.8  

S20 Pr 8 190.4  

S20 Sp 8 263.1  

S21 Ob 8 397.2 Y 

S21 Po 8 224.0  

S21 Pr 8 402.1  

S21 Sp 8 225.7  
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14 Appendix 3 : The stylisation procedure.  

 

The general principle of SEMAINE stylisation is simple. For each point in raw trace, correlation is used to decide 

whether the section of the trace around that point is rising, falling, or showing no coherent direction. Strictly, the 

correlation calculated is between time and rating in the interval being considered. That outline leaves a number of 

technicalities to be resolved. This section summarises the work that has gone into those. 

The a substantial amount of exploration was done on the way window size affected stylisation. The most revealing 

measure was number of direction changes (that is, number of segments minus one). Figure A3.1 shows the rela-

tionship between window size and direction changes for clips representing a variety of emotions. 
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 Figure A3.1 The relationship between window size and direction changes for a clips representing a variety of 

emotions. 

The key issue is whether there is a window size at which the number of direction changes stabilises. It is clear that 

there is no easy decision. However, it is a fair generalisation that change is usually rapid until window size equals 

2 seconds (20 units in the graphs above), and stabilising by the time window size is 3 seconds (30 units). Increas-
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ing window much above 3 seconds tend to smooth out quite substantial features. Hence 3 seconds appears to be 

the natural compromise.  

Threshold value for the correlation has a distinct meaning. If the value is set high, it favours finding level 

stretches, and these are likely to include short breaks in sustained rises or falls. If it is set low, if favours finding 

rises or falls, and these are likely to include short changes of level within a sustained level stretch. There is no a 

priori way to make the choice.   

In the context of SEMAINE data, we explored two correlation thresholds, 0.7 and 0.3. The patterns of qualitative 

change extracted using the higher threshold showed very little agreement between raters. Using the lower thresh-

old produced the patterns of agreement described in the main report, which are much more substantial.  

A final issue is technical, but worth noting. Using a window of appreciable length does not give accurate location 

of changes between types of global feature. In effect, it creates a bias in favour of level stretches (because if an 

interval contains parts of two stretches, one rising and the other either level or falling, it will on the whole be clas-

sified as level). Hence if we want to locate the boundaries of rises and falls reasonably precisely, a secondary pro-

cedure is needed. 

The solution used in the analyses reported here not  ideal , but it is serviceable. It involves identifying inflections 

within the window between two regions that are differently labelled. When one region is a rise and the other is a 

fall, the relevant inflection is clearly the maximum or minimum value within the window. It is more complex 

when one of the regions is level. The principle that has been used is to choose the local inflection nearest to the 

changing region, provided that it is of the right sense – a peak to mark the end of a rise or the beginning of a fall, a 

trough to mark the beginning of a rise or the end of a fall.    
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15 Appendix 4 : The QA approach to analysing agreement  

 

The main report gave a brief introduction to the Qualitative Agreement analysis that was developed 

for SEMAINE. This appendix gives a fuller account for readers who want more technical detail 

Overview and example 

The procedure starts by building a representation of the qualitative relationships within each 

individual trace. First, the trace being considered is simplified into „bins‟. The user can set bin 

length. A single value is calculated for each bin (the average of the measurements within that time 

interval). Then the program takes each bin, and compares the value in it to the value in the next bin, 

then the next, and so on. At each comparison, the question is whether the two bins being compared 

are effectively equal (i.e. the difference between them is less than a „just noticeable difference‟ set 

by the user); and if not, which is greater. The result is an individual matrix IM where every cell 

describes the relationship between two bins (call them bi and bj) in terms of three possible 

relationships: bi > bj, bi = bj, or  bi < bj. Each cell IMij in the individual matrix is assigned the value 

1 if bi < bj (i.e. there is a rise as you go from bi to bj); 2 if bi = bj; and 3 if bi > bj, (i.e. there is a fall 

as you go from bi to bj).   

An individual matrix is built for every trace. The next stage is to integrate information in the 

individual matrices by building a „consensus matrix‟ CM. It indicates where there is a high level of 

agreement on the qualitative relationships between bins. The threshold for considering agreement 

„high‟ can be set by the user. The default is 66% of subjects. This is to say that if two thirds of the 

individual matrices agree that bi > bj, the cell CMij is marked as one where there is consensus that 

that bi > bj (i.e. there is a fall as you go from bi to bj).  

Figure 6X shows the results for a (large) set of traces. Essentially, the consensus matrix shows 

graphically what is stable about the quantitative trace shown beside the qualitative matrix. That 

general approach leads to two specific kinds of statistic, one concerned with overall coherence, the 

other concerned with individual behaviour. 

For overall coherence, we want to know whether the agreement observed in cases like the example 

above is above chance levels. The simple way to do that is by counting the number of cells where 

consensus exists (QAg). Is the QAg that we observe in a given dataset greater than the number that 

we would expect by chance? That can be tested by generating random datasets with the same broad 

structure, and looking at the distribution of QAg values that they produce. The details are given 

later, but the graphs below illustrate the principle. They are for the dataset shown in Figure 6.X, 

where the observed QAg was 463. 40 random datasets were generated, and the resulting distribution 

of QAg values is shown below – first simply in ascending order, then as a frequency histogram 

showing how many datasets had QAg‟s at each value in the range 115 to to 135. Obviously a QAg 

of 463 is very, very unlikely to occur by chance. If we want a more precise value, we need to 

generate a very large number of random datasets.  
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                                   Fig A4.1a                                                               Fig A4.1b  

 

The second issue is individual behaviour. For each person, we can find QAi, the number of entries 

in their individual matrix that agreed with the corresponding entries in the „consensus matrix‟. The 

graph below shows QAi for each individual in the dataset being usd as an example. It is ordered 

from the lowest overlap with the consensus pattern to the highest. There seems to be a definite 

cutoff, which is quite interesting.  

 

 
 

                                                                         Fig A4.2 

 

It is natural to ask how QAi relates to other measures of rater typicality. Figure A4.3 plots QAi for 

each trace being considered against the most obvious alternative measure, which is the correlation 

between the individual trace and the average of all traces. It is reassuring that both identify the same 

„tail‟ of traces, with QAi < 350 and r <0.6. Above the tail, there is a good deal of agreement, but 

there are cases where the two diverge.  

 

Conceptually, that is what we would expect. The QAi measure is not lowered if traces diverge from 

the average in regions where there is actually not much agreement – correlation with the average is. 

Conversely, the correlation measure is raised by agreement with the average in regions where there 

is actually not much consensus – QAi is not. Hence using the QAi measure, we can identify a set of 

raters whose traces agree on points that are part of the dominant view, and show divergence 
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elsewhere. That is not ideal for all applications, but for others – including training recognisers – it 

would appear to be very useful indeed.  

       

 
 

                                                                         Fig A4.3 

 

Intuitively, it seems that it should be possible to build a consensual picture of curve shape from the 

consensus matrix. The program includes a simple method of doing that. It „collapses‟ the consensus 

matrix into three arrays, each showing the number of times each kind of consensus is associated 

with each bin: i.e. for each bin, the first „collapse‟ array gives the number of times there is 

consensus that it is lower than another bin; the second „collapse‟ array gives the number of times 

there is consensus that it is equal to another bin; and the third „collapse‟ array gives the number of 

times there is consensus that it is higher than another bin. 

 

Graph A4.4 shows the kind of information that „collapsing‟ provides. The blue and red lines 

respectively show the two main categories, consensus that the bin is low (the blue line, shown as 

negative, for obvious reasons), and consensus that the bin is high (the red line). The green line 

shows the sum of the red and blue lines. It effectively portrays net consensus. It clear from 

inspection that it is strongly related to the raw average of the ratings, which is shown in the lower 

panel. That is what would be expected if the ratings are dominated by a consensus, but it is not 

necessarily the case – for example, it would not be the case if a minority of tracers had a strongly 

divergent view of what was happening. The fit in this case confirms that the traces in this case do 

generally reflect a strong consensus.  

 

The last line, shown in purple, is the sum of the three „collapse‟ arrays (unsigned). It shows the 

strength of the consensus associated with any given bin. This seems potentially a useful tool for 

machine analysis. What we see is strong consensus at the beginning (dominated by consensus that 

these bins are lower than others). Consensus remains strong through the mid section, almost always 

to the effect that the bins in this range are higher than or equal to others, and almost never that they 

are lower. Interestingly, though, consensus falls at the end. The marked rises that appear in the 

average plot in the region of sample 10,000 and in the region of sample 12,000 are not consensual. 

The inference is that the portion from about bin 20 (sample 10,000) should probably not be used for 

training.  

 

It bears repeating that as with other inferences from QA analysis, the conclusions from the 

„collapse‟ graphs are often much the same as might be concluded from more standard 
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representations. The point is that there are substantial reasons to be uneasy about the more standard 

routes. QA avoids these because it makes weak assumptions about the use of the rating scale, and 

systematically takes divergent ratings out of the overall picture that it builds. If the conclusions are 

substantially the same in the end, it confirms that these issues are not in fact a problem with 

standard analyses – but that can only be established if there is an alternative to compare them with.                  

 

 
 

 

 
 

                                                                         Fig A4.4 

 

A different kind of plot can also be derived from the consensus matrix. Figure A4.5 presents the 

matrix for the sample in figure A4.4 transformed so that each row corresponds to a diagonal slice 

through a matrix of the form shown in figure 6.Xb. In the new format, each row can be read as a 

description of concensus about relationships between  two bins. The bottom row describes 

consensus about relationships between adjacent bins; the next row describes consensus about 

relationships between bins with one bin between them; the next row up describes consensus about 

relationships between bins with one bin between them; and so on.   

 

A useful application of that representation is to indicate how long the timescale of reliable changes 

in the contours is. In this example, bins are 10s long. Comparing one bin to its neighbour, the only 

reliable relationships are equality. The rows that convey a recognisable profile for the curve are the 

third and fourth, where the bins being compared are separated in the first case by 20 secs, is the 

second by 30 secs. This is a surprising, but useful indicator of the timescale of changes in judged 

emotion.         
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                                                                         Fig A4.5 

 

 

 

Technical issues 

The issue of bin size is always there. In this context, there is a special pressure, which it that the 

amount of calculation rises as the square of the number of bins. For that reason, it is natural to use 

rather large bins in these analyses. In figure A4.4, the bins were 10 seconds. However, the program 

allows users to vary bin size at their own discretion.  

 

Another decision has to be taken on the „just noticeable difference‟ (JND) – i.e. the gap that there 

has to be between two bins before they are considered different. The parameter has been set in the 

program so that the number of cells showing consensus that bins are equal (bi = bj  ) is of a similar 

order to the number of cells where the consensus is that bi > bj  or bi < bj. If that is the criterion, a 

suitable JND needs to be set for any given type of data. Impressionistically, though, the measures 

we are most interested in – significance of consensus and individual overlap with it – are not very 

sensitive to the exact value of JND. 

 

There are similar issues surrounding the cutoff for considering that there is consensus. The default 

value in the program is 66%. With the data we have looked at, the threshold can be pushed quite 

high, and still produce quite large regions of consensus. In some ways, it is attractive to use a really 

high threshold. However, it limits the use of overlap to discriminate between individuals. That is 

because by definition, if every consensus feature includes almost every person, almost everyone 

will display almost all the consensus features.  

 

Creating random samples for comparison is quite tricky. Simply generating random numbers is not 

appropriate – at the very least the ranges need to match the actual data. More subtly, analysis should 

take account of the patterns that exist just because certain ways of moving a cursor are more natural 

than others (people do not zip from one extreme to another non-stop). That sort of argument 

suggested two ways of tackling the problem. Both involve taking each trace in the original data and 

applying a random transformation that destroys relationships in it. Conceptually simpler is simply 

to shuffle the bins in the trace (i.e. take the first bin, and choose another at random. Swap their 

contents. Then take the second bin, choose another at random ... and so on). A subtler option is to 

shift the trace as a whole. The contents of bin 1 are moved to a random position r, then the contexts 

of bin 2 are moved to bin r+1, and so on. Eventually, the contents of a bin will be moved into the 
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last slot in the array. The bin after that is then moved into the first slot in the array, the next after 

that into the second, and so on. (That procedure is modelled on a technique used by Magnusson 

(2000) to generate suitable structured random comparisons.) Both options are available in the 

program. The results seem quite similar in practice.  

 

The programs 

A MATLAB program carries out the QA analysis. The basic version is called SGR, for SEMAINE 

grid with randomisation. Most of what needs to be said here is about input and output.  

 

Input is a file where each row gives a value at each of N bins for a single rater. The data must be 

clean – no missing values, and the same number of data points for every rater.  

 

Starting the program brings up a window where relevant variables can be set. It is shown in Fig 

A4.6.  Most of the entries are self-explanatory. The „type of randomisation‟ box allows three 

options: 0 means no randomisation is carried out; 1 means that bins are simply shuffled; and 2 

means that the start is moved (using the Magnusson technique).  The name of the output file 

includes the relevant number to indicate which option was used – so the box shown in figure A4.6 

would give an output file called statfile0SALtest.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name of the file to be analysed 

 

Prefix added to that name to identify the output file 

 

 

Number of columns in the input file (MUST be exact) 

 

Number of rows in the input file 

 

 

Proportion of raters taken to constitute consensus 

 

Number of columns aggregated to form a bin 

 

„just noticeable difference‟ – values closer than this on a 

scale -100 to 100 are treated as equal 

 

Type of randomisation to be used (see main text) 

 

Number of random datasets to be constructed 

 

 

Maximum value in this trace program (some versions use the 

range -100 to 100, others -1 to 1) 

 

              Fig A4.6 

 

By default, the program‟s output is a file that consists of five elements.  
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1) If the „Type of randomisation parameter‟ is greater than zero, the first block gives QAg values (and 

some related information) for datasets generated by applying a random procedure to the input data. 

They are the raw material for figure A4.1, and for tests of statistical significance.  

2) Next comes a printout of the consensus matrix. It is the raw material from which the coloured 

plot in graph 8b was calculated.  

3) Then comes a line giving QAi measure for each rater. It is the raw material underlying Figure A4.2.  

4) Next comes a short line giving the overall QAg value for the data.  

5) Then come the „collapse‟ scores, i.e. the number of times each kind of consensus is associated with 

each bin – first the number of times there is consensus that it is lower than another bin; then the 

number of times there is consensus that it is equal to another bin; then the number of times there is 

consensus that it is higher than another bin. 

These things are produced automatically – no intervention is needed. Note that if the number of bins 

is large, the calculations make take several minutes. Other results are easy to derive by importing 

the output file into Excel (or any competent spreadsheet). For example, the plot in Graph8b is easy 

to make by applying a conditional formatting rule in Excel.  
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16 Appendix 5 : Full results for intraclip agreement  

 

Most of the entries in this table are reasonably self-explanatory. The unheaded column before the 

alpha scores gives the number of raters in the analysis. The column headed p  gives the probability 

of qlaitative agreement as high as, or higher than, the observed value. The final column shows two 

stars when agreement reaches the standard minimum level on both the QA measure and alpha, and 

one when it reaches that level on one, but not both.  

 

 session char trace  alpha  QAg p  

 S3TUCObDA  3  Ob   A  6 0.87  67.09 0 ** 

 S4TUCObDA  4  Ob   A  6 0.90  67.46 0 ** 

 S5TUCObDA  5  Ob   A  6 0.91  55.43 0 ** 

 S6TUCObDA  6  Ob   A  6 0.87  45.41 0.21 ** 

 S9TUCObDA  9  Ob   A  6 0.80  55.13 0 ** 

S10TUCObDA  10  Ob   A  6 0.41  43.56 0.32  

 S11TUCObDA  11  Ob   A  6 0.11  39.69 0.22  

 S12TUCObDA  12  Ob   A  6 0.92  45.27 0.02 ** 

 S13TUCObDA  13  Ob   A  6 0.91  48.83 0.06 ** 

 S14TUCObDA  14  Ob   A  6 0.63  73.79 0  

 S15TUCObDA  15  Ob   A  6 0.85  59.41 0 ** 

 S16TUCObDA  16  Ob   A  6 0.45  61.26 0  

 S18TUCObDA  18  Ob   A  6 0.78  50.34 0.03 ** 

 S19TUCObDA  19  Ob   A  8 0.80  22.59 0 ** 

 S21TUCObDA  21  Ob   A  8 0.90  29.73 0 ** 

 S3TUCPoDA  3  Po   A  6 0.78  57.56 0 ** 

 S4TUCPoDA  4  Po   A  6 0.85  55.41 0 ** 

 S5TUCPoDA  5  Po   A  6 0.87  56.55 0.03 ** 

 S9TUCPoDA  9  Po   A  6 0.85  57.96 0 ** 

 S10TUCPoDA  10  Po   A  6 0.69  59.22 0  

 S11TUCPoDA  11  Po   A  6 0.94  62.56 0 ** 

 S12TUCPoDA  12  Po   A  6 0.95  53.79 0 ** 

 S13TUCPoDA  13  Po   A  6 0.94  47.05 0.01 ** 

 S14TUCPoDA  14  Po   A  6 0.86  54.12 0.36 ** 

 S15TUCPoDA  15  Po   A  6 0.58  52.63 0  

 S16TUCPoDA  16  Po   A  6 0.93  58.17 0 ** 

 S17TUCPoDA  17  Po   A  8 0.92  49.39 0 ** 

 S18TUCPoDA  18  Po   A  6 0.83  55.56 0 ** 

 S19TUCPoDA  19  Po   A  8 0.86  34.20 0 ** 

 S20TUCPoDA  20  Po   A  8 0.76  22.80 0.01 ** 

 S21TUCPoDA  21  Po   A  8 0.89  37.84 0 ** 

 S3TUCPrDA  3  Pr   A  6 0.73  51.59 0 ** 

 S4TUCPrDA  4  Pr   A  6 0.93  62.03 0.02 ** 

 S6TUCPrDA  6  Pr   A  6 0.82  66.81 0 ** 

 S10TUCPrDA  10  Pr   A  6 0.86  64.62 0 ** 

 S11TUCPrDA  11  Pr   A  6 0.95  77.21 0 ** 

 S12TUCPrDA  12  Pr   A  6 0.97  62.59 0 ** 
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 S13TUCPrDA  13  Pr   A  6 0.91  58.73 0 ** 

 S14TUCPrDA  14  Pr   A  6 0.83  72.96 0 ** 

 S15TUCPrDA  15  Pr   A  6 0.85  58.45 0 ** 

 S17TUCPrDA  17  Pr   A  8 0.60  27.06 0  

 S18TUCPrDA  18  Pr   A  6 0.81  47.57 0.05 ** 

 S19TUCPrDA  19  Pr   A  8 0.65  27.97 0  

 S20TUCPrDA  20  Pr   A  8 0.85  40.54 0 ** 

 S21TUCPrDA  21  Pr   A  8 0.78  29.08 0 ** 

 S3TUCSpDA  3  Sp   A  6 0.89  58.95 0.01 ** 

 S9TUCSpDA  9  Sp   A  6 0.81  51.50 0 ** 

 S10TUCSpDA  10  Sp   A  6 0.77  47.74 0.01 ** 

 S11TUCSpDA  11  Sp   A  6 0.94  67.43 0 ** 

 S12TUCSpDA  12  Sp   A  6 0.95  72.42 0 ** 

 S13TUCSpDA  13  Sp   A  6 0.87  78.68 0 ** 

 S14TUCSpDA  14  Sp   A  6 0.38  65.43 0  

 S15TUCSpDA  15  Sp   A  6 0.90  64.75 0 ** 

 S16TUCSpDA  16  Sp   A  6 0.70  55.65 0  

 S17TUCSpDA  17  Sp   A  8 0.95  37.23 0 ** 

 S18TUCSpDA  18  Sp   A  6 0.71  33.00 0.36 ** 

 S19TUCSpDA  19  Sp   A  8 0.84  32.43 0 ** 

 S20TUCSpDA  20  Sp   A  8 0.89  20.06 0 ** 

 S21TUCSpDA  21  Sp   A  8 0.75  37.88 0 ** 

 S3TUCObDE  3  Ob   E  6 0.97  79.93 0 ** 

 S4TUCObDE  4  Ob   E  6 0.97  74.34 0.08 ** 

 S5TUCObDE  5  Ob   E  6 0.93  78.90 0 ** 

 S6TUCObDE  6  Ob   E  6 0.98  80.87 0 ** 

 S9TUCObDE  9  Ob   E  6 0.98  74.28 0.01 ** 

 S10TUCObDE  10  Ob   E  6 0.64  80.40 0  

 S11TUCObDE  11  Ob   E  6 0.50  70.85 0.1  

 S13TUCObDE  13  Ob   E  6 0.94  58.86 0.99  

 S14TUCObDE  14  Ob   E  6 0.98  76.03 0.02 ** 

 S15TUCObDE  15  Ob   E  6 0.97  64.90 0.63  

 S16TUCObDE  16  Ob   E  6 0.96  75.71 0.01 ** 

S17TUCObDE  17  Ob   E  8 0.64  45.55 0  

 S18TUCObDE  18  Ob   E  6 0.96  67.48 0.23 ** 

 S19TUCObDE  19  Ob   E  8 0.93  47.58 0 ** 

 S21TUCObDE  21  Ob   E  8 0.97  54.92 0 ** 

 S3TUCPoDE  3  Po   E  6 0.97  77.44 0.04 ** 

 S4TUCPoDE  4  Po   E  6 0.97  74.89 0.01 ** 

 S9TUCPoDE  9  Po   E  6 0.96  75.04 0.02 ** 

 S10TUCPoDE  10  Po   E  6 0.93  75.61 0.03 ** 

 S11TUCPoDE  11  Po   E  6 0.89  79.69 0 ** 

 S13TUCPoDE  13  Po   E  6 0.95  70.38 0.12 ** 

 S14TUCPoDE  14  Po   E  6 0.99  82.18 0.01 ** 

 S15TUCPoDE  15  Po   E  6 0.96  80.41 0 ** 

 S16TUCPoDE  16  Po   E  6 0.88  78.71 0 ** 

 S17TUCPoDE  17  Po   E  8 0.96  46.20 0 ** 

 S18TUCPoDE  18  Po   E  6 0.98  65.08 0.55 ** 
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 S19TUCPoDE  19  Po   E  8 0.99  62.04 0 ** 

 S20TUCPoDE  20  Po   E  8 0.99  53.55 0 ** 

 S21TUCPoDE  21  Po   E  8 0.98  53.07 0 ** 

 S3TUCPrDE  3  Pr   E  6 0.97  80.00 0 ** 

 S4TUCPrDE  4  Pr   E  6 0.96  85.19 0 ** 

 S6TUCPrDE  6  Pr   E  6 0.97  59.47 0.89  

 S9TUCPrDE  9  Pr   E  6 0.97  81.05 0.01 ** 

 S10TUCPrDE  10  Pr   E  6 0.61  76.60 0.02  

 S11TUCPrDE  11  Pr   E  6 0.99  81.48 0 ** 

 S12TUCPrDE  12  Pr   E  6 0.96  74.93 0.04 ** 

 S13TUCPrDE  13  Pr   E  6 0.92  76.68 0 ** 

 S14TUCPrDE  14  Pr   E  6 0.97  68.79 0.01 ** 

 S15TUCPrDE  15  Pr   E  6 0.97  80.07 0 ** 

 S16TUCPrDE  16  Pr   E  6 0.77  80.84 0 ** 

 S17TUCPrDE  17  Pr   E  8 0.69  45.30 0  

 S18TUCPrDE  18  Pr   E  6 0.98  77.62 0.01 ** 

 S19TUCPrDE  19  Pr   E  8 0.95  34.90 0.08 ** 

 S20TUCPrDE  20  Pr   E  8 0.98  54.05 0 ** 

 S21TUCPrDE  21  Pr   E  8 0.97  58.64 0.01 ** 

 S3TUCSpDE  3  Sp   E  6 0.99  90.00 0 ** 

 S5TUCSpDE  5  Sp   E  6 0.99  79.54 0 ** 

 S9TUCSpDE  9  Sp   E  6 0.98  83.27 0 ** 

 S10TUCSpDE  10  Sp   E  6 0.79  69.04 0.28 ** 

 S11TUCSpDE  11  Sp   E  6 0.96  85.39 0 ** 

 S12TUCSpDE  12  Sp   E  6 0.93  70.38 0.35 ** 

 S13TUCSpDE  13  Sp   E  6 0.81  78.38 0.01 ** 

 S15TUCSpDE  15  Sp   E  6 0.96  75.77 0.02 ** 

 S16TUCSpDE  16  Sp   E  6 0.95  77.23 0 ** 

 S17TUCSpDE  17  Sp   E  8 0.99  32.90 0.19 ** 

 S18TUCSpDE  18  Sp   E  6 0.98  71.92 0.09 ** 

 S19TUCSpDE  19  Sp   E  8 0.98  66.38 0 ** 

 S20TUCSpDE  20  Sp   E  8 0.99  48.42 0.01 ** 

 S21TUCSpDE  21  Sp   E  8 0.99  30.71 0.32 ** 

 S3TUCObDI  3  Ob   I  6 0.82  58.50 0 ** 

 S4TUCObDI  4  Ob   I  6 0.93  66.14 0 ** 

 S5TUCObDI  5  Ob   I  6 0.95  64.98 0 ** 

 S6TUCObDI  6  Ob   I  6 0.79  66.86 0 ** 

 S9TUCObDI  9  Ob   I  6 0.81  53.65 0 ** 

 S10TUCObDI  10  Ob   I  6 0.63  54.39 0.08  

 S11TUCObDI  11  Ob   I  6 0.86  64.61 0 ** 

 S13TUCObDI  13  Ob   I  6 0.94  61.60 0 ** 

 S14TUCObDI  14  Ob   I  6 0.31  67.78 0.2  

 S15TUCObDI  15  Ob   I  6 0.83  62.05 0 ** 

 S16TUCObDI  16  Ob   I  6 0.32  52.35 0.03  

 S17TUCObDI  17  Ob   I  8 0.71  33.52 0 ** 

 S18TUCObDI  18  Ob   I  6 0.94  70.99 0 ** 

 S19TUCObDI  19  Ob   I  8 0.94  30.90 0 ** 

 S20TUCObDI  20  Ob   I  8 0.95  41.72 0 ** 
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 S21TUCObDI  21  Ob   I  8 0.90  22.30 0 ** 

 S3TUCPoDI  3  Po   I  6 0.79  59.10 0 ** 

 S4TUCPoDI  4  Po   I  6 0.91  64.61 0 ** 

 S5TUCPoDI  5  Po   I  6 0.90  60.96 0 ** 

 S9TUCPoDI  9  Po   I  6 0.83  53.41 0 ** 

 S10TUCPoDI  10  Po   I  6 0.85  61.02 0 ** 

 S11TUCPoDI  11  Po   I  6 0.93  62.48 0 ** 

 S12TUCPoDI  12  Po   I  6 0.93  46.72 0.03 ** 

 S13TUCPoDI  13  Po   I  6 0.93  58.36 0 ** 

 S14TUCPoDI  14  Po   I  6 0.88  54.96 0.1 ** 

 S15TUCPoDI  15  Po   I  6 0.64  54.70 0  

 S16TUCPoDI  16  Po   I  6 0.85  53.87 0 ** 

 S17TUCPoDI  17  Po   I  8 0.89  43.10 0 ** 

 S18TUCPoDI  18  Po   I  6 0.80  55.08 0 ** 

 S19TUCPoDI  19  Po   I  8 0.89  34.12 0 ** 

 S20TUCPoDI  20  Po   I  8 0.90  34.62 0 ** 

 S21TUCPoDI  21  Po   I  8 0.89  19.13 0.01 ** 

 S3TUCPrDI  3  Pr   I  6 0.85  56.95 0 ** 

 S4TUCPrDI  4  Pr   I  6 0.98  66.87 0 ** 

 S6TUCPrDI  6  Pr   I  6 0.80  69.18 0 ** 

 S9TUCPrDI  9  Pr   I  6 0.93  69.24 0 ** 

 S10TUCPrDI  10  Pr   I  6 0.82  58.47 0 ** 

 S11TUCPrDI  11  Pr   I  6 0.94  72.36 0 ** 

 S12TUCPrDI  12  Pr   I  6 0.96  65.46 0 ** 

 S13TUCPrDI  13  Pr   I  6 0.92  55.98 0 ** 

 S14TUCPrDI  14  Pr   I  6 0.88  59.40 0.2 ** 

 S16TUCPrDI  16  Pr   I  6 0.66  51.74 0  

 S17TUCPrDI  17  Pr   I  8 0.39  25.60 0.08  

 S19TUCPrDI  19  Pr   I  8 0.93  28.64 0 ** 

 S20TUCPrDI  20  Pr   I  8 0.95  36.27 0 ** 

 S21TUCPrDI  21  Pr   I  8 0.93  40.22 0 ** 

 S3TUCSpDI  3  Sp   I  6 0.84  67.37 0 ** 

 S5TUCSpDI  5  Sp   I  6 0.89  56.55 0 ** 

 S9TUCSpDI  9  Sp   I  6 0.82  58.96 0 ** 

 S10TUCSpDI  10  Sp   I  6 0.89  61.81 0 ** 

 S11TUCSpDI  11  Sp   I  6 0.95  77.32 0 ** 

 S12TUCSpDI  12  Sp   I  6 0.98  78.01 0 ** 

 S13TUCSpDI  13  Sp   I  6 0.90  73.30 0 ** 

 S15TUCSpDI  15  Sp   I  6 0.79  57.30 0 ** 

 S16TUCSpDI  16  Sp   I  6 0.82  65.54 0 ** 

 S17TUCSpDI  17  Sp   I  8 0.85  38.10 0 ** 

 S18TUCSpDI  18  Sp   I  6 0.86  51.92 0 ** 

 S19TUCSpDI  19  Sp   I  8 0.94  43.95 0 ** 

 S20TUCSpDI  20  Sp   I  8 0.96  36.43 0 ** 

 S21TUCSpDI  21  Sp   I  8 0.86  54.85 0 ** 

 S3TUCObDP  3  Ob   P  6 0.52  36.73 0.59  

 S4TUCObDP  4  Ob   P  6 0.77  58.47 0.01 ** 

 S5TUCObDP  5  Ob   P  6 0.40  40.57 0.07  
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 S6TUCObDP  6  Ob   P  6 0.75  48.02 0.02 ** 

 S9TUCObDP  9  Ob   P  6 0.93  52.45 0 ** 

 S10TUCObDP  10  Ob   P  6 0.78  50.51 0 ** 

 S11TUCObDP  11  Ob   P  6 0.73  57.92 0.01 ** 

 S12TUCObDP  12  Ob   P  6 0.89  41.18 0.01 ** 

 S13TUCObDP  13  Ob   P  6 0.90  46.82 0.01 ** 

 S14TUCObDP  14  Ob   P  6 0.96  51.29 0.09 ** 

 S15TUCObDP  15  Ob   P  6 0.91  49.58 0 ** 

 S16TUCObDP  16  Ob   P  6 0.94  43.92 0.1 ** 

 S17TUCObDP  17  Ob   P  8 0.77  23.26 0 ** 

 S18TUCObDP  18  Ob   P  6 0.72  48.21 0.07 ** 

 S19TUCObDP  19  Ob   P  8 0.90  22.59 0.01 ** 

 S21TUCObDP  21  Ob   P  8 0.69  17.66 0  

 S3TUCPoDP  3  Po   P  6 0.78  57.18 0 ** 

 S4TUCPoDP  4  Po   P  6 0.90  65.40 0 ** 

 S5TUCPoDP  5  Po   P  6 0.92  57.23 0 ** 

 S9TUCPoDP  9  Po   P  6 0.95  56.64 0 ** 

 S10TUCPoDP  10  Po   P  6 0.94  76.94 0 ** 

 S11TUCPoDP  11  Po   P  6 0.96  51.09 0 ** 

 S12TUCPoDP  12  Po   P  6 0.97  58.70 0 ** 

 S13TUCPoDP  13  Po   P  6 0.99  69.62 0 ** 

 S14TUCPoDP  14  Po   P  6 0.87  63.19 0 ** 

 S15TUCPoDP  15  Po   P  6 0.96  47.91 0.07 ** 

 S16TUCPoDP  16  Po   P  6 0.90  59.48 0 ** 

 S17TUCPoDP  17  Po   P  8 0.88  23.92 0.02 ** 

 S18TUCPoDP  18  Po   P  6 0.86  54.92 0.01 ** 

 S19TUCPoDP  19  Po   P  8 0.95  37.22 0 ** 

 S20TUCPoDP  20  Po   P  8 0.91  31.83 0 ** 

 S21TUCPoDP  21  Po   P  8 0.99  57.72 0 ** 

 S3TUCPrDP  3  Pr   P  6 0.77  60.37 0 ** 

 S4TUCPrDP  4  Pr   P  6 0.81  73.29 0 ** 

 S6TUCPrDP  6  Pr   P  6 0.93  71.21 0 ** 

 S9TUCPrDP  9  Pr   P  6 0.92  46.99 0 ** 

 S10TUCPrDP  10  Pr   P  6 0.79  60.98 0 ** 

 S11TUCPrDP  11  Pr   P  6 0.88  34.47 0.55 ** 

 S12TUCPrDP  12  Pr   P  6 0.96  50.38 0 ** 

 S13TUCPrDP  13  Pr   P  6 0.98  54.49 0.01 ** 

 S14TUCPrDP  14  Pr   P  6 0.98  69.41 0.01 ** 

 S15TUCPrDP  15  Pr   P  6 0.95  71.92 0 ** 

 S16TUCPrDP  16  Pr   P  6 0.74  47.07 0 ** 

 S17TUCPrDP  17  Pr   P  8 0.73  30.44 0 ** 

 S18TUCPrDP  18  Pr   P  6 0.79  55.35 0 ** 

 S19TUCPrDP  19  Pr   P  8 0.96  26.07 0 ** 

 S20TUCPrDP  20  Pr   P  8 0.95  38.98 0 ** 

 S21TUCPrDP  21  Pr   P  8 0.91  42.50 0 ** 

 S3TUCSpDP  3  Sp   P  6 0.78  58.95 0.05 ** 

 S9TUCSpDP  9  Sp   P  6 0.94  63.78 0 ** 

 S10TUCSpDP  10  Sp   P  6 0.81  54.12 0 ** 
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 S11TUCSpDP  11  Sp   P  6 0.94  67.16 0 ** 

 S12TUCSpDP  12  Sp   P  6 0.86  41.73 0.12 ** 

 S13TUCSpDP  13  Sp   P  6 0.93  71.60 0 ** 

 S14TUCSpDP  14  Sp   P  6 0.98  66.73 0.01 ** 

 S15TUCSpDP  15  Sp   P  6 0.95  45.31 0.04 ** 

 S16TUCSpDP  16  Sp   P  6 0.66  49.93 0  

 S17TUCSpDP  17  Sp   P  8 0.66  24.68 0  

 S19TUCSpDP  19  Sp   P  8 0.92  47.76 0 ** 

 S20TUCSpDP  20  Sp   P  8 0.87  31.52 0 ** 

 S21TUCSpDP  21  Sp   P  8 0.77  14.24 0.1 ** 

 S3TUCObDV  3  Ob   V  6 0.89  67.35 0 ** 

 S4TUCObDV  4  Ob   V  6 0.82  74.60 0 ** 

 S5TUCObDV  5  Ob   V  6 0.88  66.69 0 ** 

 S6TUCObDV  6  Ob   V  6 0.93  72.08 0 ** 

 S9TUCObDV  9  Ob   V  6 0.87  71.23 0 ** 

 S10TUCObDV  10  Ob   V  6 0.80  67.27 0 ** 

 S11TUCObDV  11  Ob   V  6 0.82  54.70 0.04 ** 

 S12TUCObDV  12  Ob   V  6 0.97  75.92 0 ** 

 S13TUCObDV  13  Ob   V  6 0.96  78.80 0 ** 

 S14TUCObDV  14  Ob   V  6 0.93  62.82 0 ** 

 S15TUCObDV  15  Ob   V  6 0.91  69.98 0 ** 

 S16TUCObDV  16  Ob   V  6 0.84  62.94 0 ** 

 S17TUCObDV  17  Ob   V  8 0.80  35.62 0 ** 

 S18TUCObDV  18  Ob   V  6 0.79  70.54 0.06 ** 

 S19TUCObDV  19  Ob   V  8 0.91  46.86 0 ** 

 S20TUCObDV  20  Ob   V  8 0.86  29.69 0 ** 

 S21TUCObDV  21  Ob   V  8 0.92  40.77 0.01 ** 

 S3TUCPoDV  3  Po   V  6 0.83  55.38 0 ** 

 S4TUCPoDV  4  Po   V  6 0.73  60.38 0.01 ** 

 S5TUCPoDV  5  Po   V  6 0.88  39.15 0.21 ** 

 S9TUCPoDV  9  Po   V  6 0.92  56.43 0 ** 

 S10TUCPoDV  10  Po   V  6 0.82  59.06 0 ** 

 S11TUCPoDV  11  Po   V  6 0.95  74.04 0 ** 

 S12TUCPoDV  12  Po   V  6 0.98  55.59 0 ** 

 S14TUCPoDV  14  Po   V  6 0.95  43.03 0.83  

 S15TUCPoDV  15  Po   V  6 0.96  65.55 0 ** 

 S16TUCPoDV  16  Po   V  6 0.97  57.57 0 ** 

 S17TUCPoDV  17  Po   V  8 0.96  46.20 0 ** 

 S18TUCPoDV  18  Po   V  6 0.79  54.13 0.22 ** 

 S19TUCPoDV  19  Po   V  8 0.88  30.04 0 ** 

 S20TUCPoDV  20  Po   V  8 0.93  36.13 0 ** 

 S21TUCPoDV  21  Po   V  8 0.97  38.16 0 ** 

 S3TUCPrDV  3  Pr   V  6 0.84  69.76 0 ** 

 S4TUCPrDV  4  Pr   V  6 0.73  72.91 0.08 ** 

 S6TUCPrDV  6  Pr   V  6 0.89  74.77 0 ** 

 S9TUCPrDV  9  Pr   V  6 0.85  48.94 0 ** 

 S10TUCPrDV  10  Pr   V  6 0.75  55.30 0 ** 

 S11TUCPrDV  11  Pr   V  6 0.95  83.19 0 ** 
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 S12TUCPrDV  12  Pr   V  6 0.96  73.82 0 ** 

 S13TUCPrDV  13  Pr   V  6 0.98  72.15 0 ** 

 S14TUCPrDV  14  Pr   V  6 0.97  74.91 0 ** 

 S15TUCPrDV  15  Pr   V  6 0.94  56.97 0 ** 

 S16TUCPrDV  16  Pr   V  6 0.80  56.83 0 ** 

 S17TUCPrDV  17  Pr   V  8 0.71  48.85 0.02 ** 

 S18TUCPrDV  18  Pr   V  6 0.77  64.00 0 ** 

 S19TUCPrDV  19  Pr   V  8 0.85  40.76 0 ** 

 S20TUCPrDV  20  Pr   V  8 0.89  43.95 0 ** 

 S21TUCPrDV  21  Pr   V  8 0.44  30.63 0  

 S3TUCSpDV  3  Sp   V  6 0.80  42.63 0.44 ** 

 S4TUCSpDV  4  Sp   V  6 0.65  54.92 0  

 S5TUCSpDV  5  Sp   V  6 0.83  39.31 0.17 ** 

 S9TUCSpDV  9  Sp   V  6 0.83  63.66 0 ** 

 S10TUCSpDV  10  Sp   V  6 0.91  64.35 0 ** 

 S11TUCSpDV  11  Sp   V  6 0.96  75.91 0 ** 

 S12TUCSpDV  12  Sp   V  6 0.97  78.23 0 ** 

 S13TUCSpDV  13  Sp   V  6 0.88  70.41 0 ** 

 S14TUCSpDV  14  Sp   V  6 0.94  54.95 0.02 ** 

 S15TUCSpDV  15  Sp   V  6 0.91  71.95 0 ** 

 S16TUCSpDV  16  Sp   V  6 0.93  75.86 0 ** 

 S17TUCSpDV  17  Sp   V  8 0.85  55.41 0 ** 

 S18TUCSpDV  18  Sp   V  6 0.74  61.89 0 ** 

 S19TUCSpDV  19  Sp   V  8 0.91  46.76 0 ** 

 S20TUCSpDV  20  Sp   V  8 0.81  25.79 0 ** 

 S21TUCSpDV  21  Sp   V  8 0.86  50.91 0 ** 

 


